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Abstract
Inspired by the idea of vision zero, there is a lot of work that needs to be done in
the field of advance driver assistance systems to develop more safer systems. Driver
intention detection with a prediction of upcoming behavior of the driver is one possible
solution to reduce the fatalities in road traffic. Driver intention detection provides
an early warning of the driver’s behavior to an Advanced Driver Assistance Systems
(ADAS) and at the same time reduces the risk of non-essential warnings. This will
significantly reduce the problem of warning dilemma and the system will become more
safer. A driving maneuver prediction can be regarded as an implementation of driver’s
behavior. So the aim of this thesis is to determine the driver’s intention by early
prediction of a driving maneuver using Controller Area Network (CAN) bus data.
The focus of this thesis is to optimize and further develop an algorithm for driver
intention detection with fuzzy logic and edit distance method. At first the basics
concerning driver’s intention detection are described as there exists different ways to
determine it. This work basically uses CAN bus data to determine a driver’s intention.
The algorithm overview with the design parameters are described next to have an
idea about the functioning of the algorithm. Then different implementation tasks
are explained for optimization and further development of the algorithm. The main
aim to execute these implementation tasks is to improve the overall performance
of the algorithm concerning True Positive Rate (TPR), False Positive Rate (FPR)
and earliness values. At the end, the results are validated to check the algorithm
performance with different possibilities and a test drive is performed to evaluate the
real time capability of the algorithm.
Lastly the use of driver intention detection algorithm for an ADAS to make it more
safer is described in details. The early warning information can be feed to an ADAS,
for example, an automatic collision avoidance or a lane change assistance ADAS to
further improve safety for these systems.
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Glossary
ACC Adaptive Cruise Control.
ADAS Advanced Driver Assistance System.
CAN Controller Area Network.
FNR False Negative Rate.
FPR False Positive Rate.
GMM Gaussian Mixture Model.
GUI Graphical User Interface.
HMM Hidden Markov Model.
MF Membership Function.
SVM Support Vector Machine.
TLC Time-to-Line-Crossing.
TNR True Negative Rate.
TPR True Positive Rate.
TTC Time-To-Collision.
ms Milliseconds.
LACS Lateral Control Systems.
LASER Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation.
LCA Lane Change Assistance.
LDW Lane Departure Warning.
LIDAR Light Detection and Ranging.
LKA Lane Keep Assistance.
LOCS Longitudinal Control Systems.
WHO World Health Organization.
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31 Introduction
This chapter describes the motivation for writing this master thesis and more impor-
tantly the reason behind selecting this topic in particular. The existing problems with
the previous algorithm and the main goals of this thesis to overcome these problems is
also described. Lastly the thesis proceedings and the thesis structure concerning how
this thesis is progressed is explained.
1.1 Motivation
Road traffic injuries and deaths are the biggest concern for the people’s safety and their
health. A study from WHO suggests that around 1.2 million deaths and approximately
50 million injuries are caused due to the road traffic accidents around the world
every year [49]. By considering these problems, improving the vehicle safety is a very
important concern to reduce the number of fatalities in the road traffic. “Vision Zero”
is one such thought for the improvement of road safety [9]. The idea of “Vision Zero”
is that no casualty should appear i.e. no one should be killed or seriously injured in a
road traffic accident. However Vision Zero is just a model to improve the road safety.
This model is the base reference to plan the strategies and to achieve the desired goals
for the safe transportation system. The target to achieve Vision Zero i.e. to have no
fatalities, has not a fixed time deadline and also it is practically impossible to achieve
this milestone [44]. But there is always a possibility to reduce the number of fatalities
in a road traffic accident.
With the idea of Vision Zero, to reduce the number of fatalities in the road transport
system, a lot of research has to be done in the field of active safety systems [9]. One
potential solution for this is to develop more Advance Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS)
which has played a major role in recent years with the focus of improving road safety
[50]. The ADAS systems increase the driver’s safety by warning them in emergency
situations and also by performing a driving maneuver to overcome these situations
[26]. A maneuver is only performed by an ADAS when the driver has no control of the
vehicle or the driver is not able to avoid a fatality by himself. The possibilities to evade
such fatalities gets higher if the system provides a warning to the driver as earlier as
possible. With these early warnings the driver gets a chance to act in the emergency
situations even before the advanced driver assistance system is activated automatically.
However with the early warnings, the possibilities of non-essential warnings also raises
[39]. For example the driver is fully aware about the emergency situation and he can
handle it or the situation gets cleared automatically. These non-essential warnings will
result to the problem of warning dilemma for the driver [39]. With a large number
of false warnings, the system will become untrustworthy and also infuriating for the
driver. So the optimum solution in this case is to assist a driver as good and as early
as possible with a minimum number of non-essential and faulty warnings.
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The possible answer to reduce the number of faulty warnings and to solve the problem
of warning dilemma is driver intention detection with a prediction of future human
behavior [6]. If the information about driver’s intention is sent to an ADAS, the system
can predict future behavior of the driver. For performing a driving maneuver, driver
intention focuses on driver’s monitoring and measured features from the vehicle. These
two parameters help to detect a driver’s intention as early as possible by giving an
early warning to the driver.
1.2 Problem Statement
Before describing the solution for a problem, it is very important to define the problem
statement. The goal of this thesis is to optimize and further develop an algorithm for
driver intention detection. The main requirement is to detect the driver’s intention
as early as possible. The focus is to use the CAN bus data from the vehicle to
determine the driver’s intention. A driving maneuver prediction can be regarded as
an implementation of driver’s intention detection [5]. So the aim of this thesis is to
predict the driving maneuvers by using the driver’s intention measured from the CAN
bus of the vehicle. The focus of the work is to improve the detection quality of the
following five driving maneuvers:
1. Stop Maneuver.
2. Lane change to the left Maneuver.
3. Lane change to the right Maneuver.
4. Emergency braking Maneuver.
5. Emergency evasion Maneuver.
The algorithm as the output gives probability and time horizon values of each of the
driving maneuvers listed above. The probability value of the maneuver is the chances
of occurrence for that particular maneuver at a point of time. The time horizon value is
the expected time left until the occurrence of a maneuver. The developed visualization
for the algorithm continuous displays the probability and time horizon value in real
time.
As a part of optimization and further development of the algorithm, the goal is
to improve the detection quality of the algorithm concerning the true positive rate
(TPR), false positive rate (FPR) and earliness value of all the driving maneuvers. The
calculation of these parameters is described in section 5.1 in more details. In addition
to the described goals mentioned above, following tasks also need to be taken into
consideration to successfully complete this thesis:
 Training the algorithm with maximum available participants as the previous
algorithm was trained with seven participants only.
 Reduction of the overall computational effort of the algorithm.
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 Further development of the algorithm by maintaining the real time capability.
The main research question of this thesis is; “what potential does the driver intention
detection algorithm have concerning the detection quality and predicted time horizon
with regards to the real time requirements”.
1.3 Thesis Structure
To successfully implement all the tasks for a work, the tasks should be planned in
several steps to achieve the desired results. Figure 1.1 shows a flow chart with the
steps for successful implementation of all the tasks for this thesis.
Literature Research concerning Driver Metrics, Optimization and Further 
Development Tasks
Understanding the effects of Design Parameters on the Algorithm
Conceptualization of Implementation Tasks considering it’s Pros and Cons  
Validation of Results and also Real Time Capability of the Algorithm
Debugging, Testing and Validation
Implementation Phase Including Programming and Training of Algorithm
Figure 1.1: Thesis Proceedings
At first the literature research concerning driver intention detection with driver metrics
and the ways for optimization and further development of the algorithm is performed.
The design parameters directly effects the performance of the algorithm. So the next
step is to understand these design parameters and also the way how they effect the
performance of the algorithm. After understanding all the basics, the next step is
to conceptualize the implementation tasks by considering their pros and cons. The
main purpose behind performing the implementation tasks is to improve the overall
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performance of the algorithm so only the tasks which can improve the performance
in addition with reduction of computational effort are considered. After finalizing
the implementation tasks, the methods for their successful execution are also decided
in the conceptualization phase. As the next step, the implementation of tasks are
done by programming and training the algorithm with new updates. After successful
implementation of all the tasks, results are validated to find the best combination
out of all tried combinations and also a test drive is performed to check the real time
performance of the algorithm. The final step of this thesis includes documentation of
the implementation tasks and their corresponding results.
The structure of this master thesis is classified in following chapters:
 Chapter 2:
Chapter 2 describes the literature research that serves as the base line to un-
derstand the driver intention detection algorithm. At first different ways to
determine a driver’s intention is described along with the method selected for
this work. Also the basics concerning fuzzy logic and edit distance method are
described in details to understand the reason of their selection for driver intention
detection algorithm.
 Chapter 3:
Chapter 3 describes the state of art of this thesis. At first the data collection
studies along with the data preparation to form the database of the algorithm is
described in details. It is very important to understand the test track layout and
the data collection studies because the database is used for training the algorithm.
In the next part the step by step working of the algorithm is described in details.
Lastly the design parameters and their effect on the algorithm are explained.
 Chapter 4:
Chapter 4 describes the implementation tasks performed to achieve the defined
goals for this thesis. The first two implementation tasks are executed for optimiza-
tion of design parameters. Then by using these optimization updates, the next
implementation tasks are performed for further development of the algorithm.
Each of the implementation task performed in this chapter shows an improvement
in overall performance over previous implementation task.
 Chapter 5:
Chapter 5 describes the validation methods used for evaluation of the results
obtained from implementation tasks. Three validation methods are used to
evaluate the results. The first two validation methods check the algorithm
performance with different tried combinations. Lastly test drive is performed to
check the real time capability of the algorithm.
 Chapter 6:
Chapter 6 describes the results obtained by successful implementation of all
the tasks. The results are discussed which shows an improvement in overall
performance compared to the previous algorithm. Additionally the use of the
algorithm results for an ADAS is also discussed in details.
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 Chapter 7:
Chapter 7 describes the conclusion of this work stating the desired goal achieved
for this master thesis. Also, some possible future works to further improve the
algorithm performance and to implement the algorithm in an ADAS are described
in details.
1.4 Summary
This chapter dealt with the motivation for this thesis and explained why it is very
important to determine a driver’s intention as early as possible to achieve the target
of “Vision Zero”. Then the problem statement for this thesis is described to show the
existed problems with previous algorithm and the tasks that need to be performed
to successfully implement this thesis. The chapter ended with a summary of thesis
proceedings which is explained with the help of a flow chart. Also the thesis structure
explaining the brief overview of what is done in all the chapters is mentioned.

92 Basics
This chapter elaborates the concepts and ideas that are used as the literature survey
for this thesis. These concepts are used as a base line to research about the basic
approaches required for the optimization and further development of driver intention
detection algorithm. It is very essential to understand about the different ways to detect
a driver’s intention before starting to work on optimization and further development.
The first section describes different types of ADAS and the need of driver intention
detection information for an ADAS. The next section describes the basics of driver
intention detection and also compares the different approaches to determine it. Lastly
the basic theories of fuzzy logic and edit distance methods are described to understand
the reason behind using them for driver intention detection algorithm.
2.1 Advance Driver Assistance Systems
As the name itself signifies that Advanced Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) are
an advanced version of driver assistance systems to increase the safety in road traffic
situations. ADAS supports the driver to perform the driving tasks. For this work,
these driving tasks are considered as driving maneuvers. By performing the driving
tasks, ADAS systems can significantly improve road traffic safety and traffic efficiency
[48]. Additionally, ADAS systems also raise driving comfort and the driver can be
more relaxed in tackling the emergency situations.
ADAS consists of several physical sensors which continuously monitor the surrounding
information of the vehicle. Some examples of these sensors are: Radio Detection and
Ranging (RADAR), Light Detection and Ranging (LIDAR), Photonic Mixer Device
(PMD), lane detection cameras, ultrasonic and night vision devices [51]. These sensors
gives a possibility to obtain the surrounding information for near and far fields in every
direction. The surrounding information for example are: traffic situations, weather
and obstacles. The modern ADAS react in real time to these surrounding informations
through warnings or by taking the automatic control of the vehicle. The implementation
of ADAS can lead to a decrease in road fatalities by 40% [48]. This number shows a
big improvement in road safety by using an ADAS in a vehicle and therefore it is very
important to develop more safer and accurate ADAS.
2.1.1 Types of Advance Driver Assistance System
An overview of different types of ADAS is shown in figure 2.1. The ADAS is mainly
divided in six parts depending on the type of operation that need to be performed:
1. Longitudinal Control Systems (LOCS):
The longitudinal control systems monitor the traffic conditions and situations in
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the front and rear-end of the vehicle i.e. the longitudinal movement. The LOCS
decide different actions and maneuvers that need to be performed by the in build
vehicle sensors. Figure 2.1 shows different types of longitudinal control systems
for monitoring the longitudinal movement. These systems are:
ADAS
Longitudinal 
Control
Lateral 
Control
Cockpit
Light and 
Sight
Driving 
Stability 
Parking
Adaptive cruise control (ACC)
Automatic collision avoidance
Intelligent speed adaptation
Pedestrian detection system
Intersection collision warning
Drowsiness Warning
Passenger seat observer
Blind spot detection
Lane keep and departure
warning (LKA and LDW)
Lane change assistance (LCA)
Automatic park assist
Rear view camera
Park distance control
Night vision
Beam light assist
Electronic stability program
Steering support
Figure 2.1: Overview of Different Types of ADAS [48]
Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC) is one of the most famous and most used ADAS
in the vehicle. ACC is used to keep a safe distance between the driver’s vehicle
and the vehicle driving ahead [48]. To achieve this the ACC system maintains
the distance and speed between the two vehicles driving in front of each other.
Mainly microwave based RADAR and light based LIDAR sensors are used by
an ACC to maintain the safe distance between two vehicles by controlling or
adapting the vehicles’s speed [16]. Most of the ACC have all the longitudinal
control of the vehicle but the driver is still in charge to take the control of the
vehicle whenever necessary.
Automatic collision avoidance ADAS detects an object or obstacle near to the
vehicle. After detecting the obstacle, this system provides an emergency warning
or performs an emergency maneuver before a collision is about to happen [23].
Like an ACC, this system also detects a vehicle or an obstacle in front of the
vehicle and uses RADAR and laser sensors to detect a collision. If the driver
is not able to react to the emergency warning then the system performs the
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emergency maneuvers for example an emergency braking or an evasion maneuver
to avoid a crash [7].
Intelligent speed adaptation ADAS ensures that a vehicle does not exceed a safe or
legal driving speed [38]. When the vehicle exceeds the driving limit, this system
provides a warning or reduces the speed automatically. This system basically
uses the information about the longitudinal control of the vehicle. Additionally,
the system detects the legal speed limit by recognizing traffic signs on the road.
Pedestrian detection system ADAS detects a pedestrian which crosses the path
of the vehicle [16]. It provides a warning when a pedestrian is detected and
performs the driving maneuvers to avoid this situation. Mainly laser sensors and
stereo-vision technologies are used to detect a pedestrian.
Intersection collision warning system is almost similar to collision avoidance
system but it only detects an object or obstacle at an intersection. This system
detects the traffic that occurs from the left or right side instead of the same
driving direction. It provides a warning or performs a maneuver to avoid the
collisions at an intersection.
2. Lateral Control Systems (LACS):
The lateral control systems ADAS take care about the lateral movement of the
vehicle that means both the sides of the vehicle and takes a corresponding action
to avoid a collision. Different types of LACS are:
Blind spot detection ADAS detects the other vehicles approaching from the blind
spot to a driver’s side and provides a warning to the driver [45]. It detects the
overtaking vehicles which are not visible to the driver and mainly uses ultrasonic
sensors to alert a driver.
Lane Keep Assistance (LKA) and Lane Departure Warning(LDW) are the ADAS
systems that help a vehicle to maintain the desired lane and improve the vehicle
safety. The LKA system helps a vehicle to stay in the lane markings when a
driver is drowsy or distracted and about to cross the lanes [16]. The LDW system
provides a warning when a vehicle crosses the lane markings. Mainly image
analysis methods are used to detect the lane markings on the road surface.
Lane Change Assistance (LCA) is also an ADAS system concerning the lane
markings. In contradiction to LKA and LDW systems, LCA system helps a
vehicle to change the lanes. This system automatically takes the control of the
vehicle and performs a safe lane change maneuver to support a driver. For this
thesis work, the vehicle front camera which continuously gives the TLC value is
used to detect a lane change maneuver.
3. Cockpit Systems:
The cockpit ADAS observes the behavior of the driver and co-passenger to
improve the vehicle safety. Mainly a driver’s head, gaze behavior and eyelid
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opening information are used for this purpose. Here the gaze behavior represents
eye movement of a driver. Some examples of cockpit ADAS are drowsiness
warning and passenger seat observer systems. For the study work for this thesis,
the head and eye movement of the driver were detected with image processing of
video images.
4. Parking Systems:
There exist different types of parking systems that assist a driver to park the
vehicle more safely and to the desired location. Automatic park assist system
takes the full control of the vehicle and parks the vehicle automatically [47]. The
rear view camera system has a camera mounted on the rear of vehicle and a
display is installed in the panel to see the rear view [16]. The park distance
control gives an estimated distance between the vehicle and an obstacle and gives
a warning when the vehicle is too close to an obstacle or object.
5. Light and Sight Systems:
Low light and weather conditions can significantly effect the possibility to detect
the hazardous conditions and obstacles [16]. For this reason, different light and
sight systems are developed to avoid the fatalities in these conditions. The night
vision ADAS uses a thermo-graphic camera to improve the driver’s perception in
low light and difficult weather conditions. The beam light assist ADAS observes
the traffic near the vehicle through a camera and automatically turns on and off
the beam light. This way the driver is protected from being blinded and can see
the upcoming traffic very clearly.
6. Driving Stability Systems:
The driving stability systems support a vehicle to make it stable in emergency
and critical situations. The Electronic Stability Program (ESP) improves the
stability of the vehicle when the vehicle is skidding i.e. there is some loss of
traction with the road surface [43]. These system performs a necessary action to
control the stability of the vehicle. Similarly a steer support ADAS takes control
of the vehicle steering when the vehicle is not stable and performs a required
operation to overcome this situation.
It is very important to understand different types of ADAS because one of the main
application of this work is to use the driver intention detection information for an
ADAS.
2.1.2 Need of Driver Intention Detection for an ADAS
One application of this work is to use the driver intention detection information for an
ADAS. Driver intention detection with a prediction of future human behavior is one
possible answer to reduce the fatalities in road traffic conditions. If the early warning
of the driver’s behavior is sent to an ADAS, this will solve the problem of warning
dilemma. By using this early information, the ADAS will be more safer compared to
the existing ADAS.
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As the implementation of a driver’s behavior is regarded as a driving maneuver
prediction, the aim of this thesis is to detect the driving maneuvers as early as possible
and use this information for an ADAS to further improve it’s safety. For example, an
early and accurate detection of a lane change maneuver can significantly improve the
performance and safety of a lane change assistance (LCA) system. Similarly an early
and accurate detection of the emergency maneuvers can further improve the safety of
an automatic collision avoidance system described in section 2.1.1.
2.2 Driver Intention Detection
The “Theory of reasoned action” given by Martin Fishbein and Icek Ajzen states that
a person’s behavior is determined by his or her own intent to carry out that action
[2]. In the theory of reasoned action, the intent of a person is seen as the cognitive
representation of a particular action. The intent is determined by three basic elements;
which are attitude, perceived behavior and subjective norms. Attitude defines the
approach towards a result, perceived behavior defines the idea behind that approach
and subjective norms defines the thinking of other people taken into consideration.
The flow model of the theory of reasoned action is shown in Figure 2.2.
Attitude
Intent BehaviorPerceived behavior
Subjective norms
Figure 2.2: The theory of reasoned action
Since it is practically impossible to determine the mental process of a person directly,
the possible way is to determine the person’s action at small timescales that results in
change of sensor values. The idea is to detect the driver’s intention by, how a driver
is preparing to perform a maneuver (driver’s intent) and how the driver handles the
vehicle to achieve this intent (driver’s action). This process is continuous that regularly
updates itself depending on the conditions and surrounding information. For example,
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a driver’s intent is different for a lane change maneuver depending on whether it is
a free or forced lane change. In addition the intent changes further if the driver is
confronted with emergency situations.
The active safety systems which require information about the driver’s intention to
function, uses the driver’s action to give the warning for performing a maneuver to
the system. These systems should have a high true positive rate i.e. high accuracy to
detect a maneuver. But when these systems generate an early warning, this warning
can be regarded as a false warning because the situation can get cleared by itself, or
the driver is fully aware about this situation. These unnecessary warnings makes the
system annoying and that may lead to a driver disabling the safety system.
The potential approach is to determine a driver’s intention with a prediction of future
human behavior. This approach best fits the requirements to solve the problem of
warning dilemma. For performing a driving maneuver, driver intention detection takes
the driver’s action and the measured features from the vehicle into consideration. A
driving maneuver is a confined operation that relates to the guidance (skillful movement)
of a vehicle [30]. A driving maneuver is composed of different types of driver’s action and
behavior that are done by the driver to perform such maneuvers. The driver intention
belongs to the category of changing driver states. These states change regularly with
a time window of few seconds or minutes [31]. Using these driver’s states that are
inherited by the driver in traffic situations, the information about the future behavior
of the driver is collected.
There exists many motivators and inhibitors that influence the way a driver’s intention
is formed [1]. For example the motivators are a driver’s wish to drive safe to his/her
selected destination. The inhibitors tend to restrict the behavior of the driver. The
inhibitors can be the weather conditions, characteristics of the road and so on. The
role of motivators and inhibitors can be understood by taking the example of a lane
change maneuver. For changing a lane, the motivator can be the availability of a free
lane to perform the lane change maneuver. But if there is no free lane available, it will
act as inhibitor for the driver. So it is very important to measure these motivators and
inhibitors together and to use them as a reference for each other. This combination
can be elucidated as a mental model of the driver’s behavior and is used to determine
the driver’s intention.
There are three levels of vehicle guidance by which the behavior of a driver is influenced
[17]. These three levels are strategic level, tactical level and operational level. Each
level differs from each other based on the type of action performed by the driver. On
the strategic level the driver decides the path to his desired destination i.e. the route
to take, the time to leave and so on. On the tactical level the driver performs some
driving maneuvers to reach the desired destination. The tactical level focuses on how
to best avoid obstacles and crashes by performing these maneuvers. On the operational
level which is also called as the control level, the driver stabilizes the vehicle to perform
such driving maneuvers at the tactical level.
The focus of this thesis is to use the tactical level of vehicle guidance with a time horizon
window of few seconds. The main reason to focus on tactical level is that the planning
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of driving maneuvers is located on this level. If the driver’s intention is detected with
a time horizon window of few seconds to the future then by using this information, an
early detection of driver’s intention is possible. This potential information can be used
to improve the performance of advance driver assistance systems. By supporting the
driver on tactical level with a time horizon of few seconds, unessential warnings can be
suppressed and more user friendly warnings can be generated. Thus overcoming the
problem of warning dilemma [39].
Basically there are two possible ways for driver’s intention detection:
1. Driver monitoring.
2. Measured features from the vehicle.
1. Driver monitoring
It is done by using a driver monitoring system in the vehicle. It is a real-time
system which continuously monitors the mental and physical condition of a driver
by observing it’s face images. This system continuously gives information about
the head movement and gaze behavior (the eyelid position and it’s closure) of a
driver. By using this information, it is possible to detect the driver’s intention
early and to give an early warning to the system.
2. Measured features from the vehicle
It is possible to measure the features from the vehicle like steering angle, yaw
rate, turn switch activation and so on. It is done by using a in-car Controller
Area Network (CAN bus). The CAN bus gives information about all the vehicle
features to the system continuously. By using this information i.e. the measured
features from the car, it is also possible to detect the driver’s intention early and
to generate an early warning for the driver. For example, for predicting a lane
change the information about steering angle and turn switch activation can be
collected from the CAN bus and can be used for early detection of this maneuver.
If the lane change maneuver is detected earlier, the information is then sent to the
advance driver assistance system and an early warning for the driver is activated.
A comparison between these two above mentioned methods for driver’s intention
detection is shown in table 2.1. The methods are compared based on the intention
detection capability, accuracy, simplicity and detection speed.
Methods based on Driver
Monitoring
Methods based on Mea-
sured Features
Intention Detection Yes Yes
Accuracy Moderate Very Good
Simplicity Easy Relatively Easy
Detection Speed Fast Fast
Table 2.1: Comparison between the main approaches for driver intention detection [33]
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The focus of the thesis is to use measured features from the vehicle (method 2) for
driver intention detection. The data is collected from the CAN bus and it is used
to generate an early warning by detecting the driver’s intention. As the accuracy of
this method is high compared to the driver monitoring method, the system equipped
with the CAN bus can decide about the necessary warnings in critical situations. The
system warns the driver if and only if the warning is necessary. By this method the
system intensifies a necessary warning and suppresses an unessential warning which
is detected by the driver’s intention. This is the potential solution to overcome the
problem of warning dilemma described in section 1.1.
The other main reasons to use only CAN bus data analysis method over driver moni-
toring method are:
 Some drivers don’t feel well to be continuously monitored by cameras and they
feel distracted by the driver monitoring system.
 The detection quality of the driver monitoring method does not meet the auto-
motive standards at the moment because the detection accuracy of this method
is comparatively less than the CAN bus data analysis method.
 The CAN bus analysis does not need any additional sensors and hardware so it
is very cost efficient.
There are some other driver conditions like fatigue, drowsiness and distraction that
influence the behavior of the driver. If the driver is fatigue or drowsy, the behavior to
perform a driving maneuver will be different than the normal driving maneuver [31].
For example, the behavior of a driver to perform a lane change maneuver is different if
he is drowsy or distracted than in the normal driving conditions. For this thesis work
the aim is to focus on driver’s intention detection while keeping the drowsiness and
other mentioned factors at a constant level. So drowsiness, distraction and fatigue are
kept constant i.e. not taken into consideration to determine the behavioral pattern of
the driver.
2.3 Fuzzy Logic
The fuzzy logic theory was first discovered by Professor L. A. Zadeh of the University
of California in the year 1965 [28]. The theory of fuzzy logic is quite similar to a
human’s feeling and the intrusion process. Compared to other classical strategies which
uses a point-to-point control strategy, fuzzy logic uses range-to-range or range-to-point
control strategy [3]. The output of fuzzy logic is obtained by fuzzyfication of input and
output values by using the fuzzy Membership Functions (MFs) [10]. By saying this it
is clear that the output value of fuzzy logic is totally dependent on membership value
of different MFs.
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The idea of fuzzy logic is very frequently used in daily life but nobody pays attention to
it. For example the answers to most of survey questionnaire are ’Very important’, ’Quite
important’ and ’Not very important’. These answers also comes into the category of
fuzzy answers. The varieties of these answers can only be understood and implemented
by human beings [3]. But it is quite impossible to answer these questions by a computer
similar to the answer of a human being. The computers can only process and understand
the ’0’ and ’1’ values or the ’low’ and ’high’ logic values. This type of data comes into
the category of classical sets which is very different than a fuzzy set. It is possible to
handle the classical data sets with the help of a human being and it is achieved by
using the idea of fuzzy logic and fuzzy interference system [10]. Saying this it can be
concluded that, fuzzy logic is a method to teach a computer to deal with the un-precise
informations that humans use in every situation.
The fuzzy logic theory implementation for application use is done in the following three
steps [3]:
1. Fuzzyfication:
This is the first basic step which is used to convert a data set into fuzzy logic.
Here the classical data set is converted into fuzzy data or sets. This fuzzy data is
represented in form of fuzzy MFs.
2. Fuzzy Interference Process:
This step adds the fuzzy control rules to the fuzzy MFs obtained by fuzzyfication.
It is mainly done to determine the fuzzy output value.
3. Defuzzyfication:
Different methods depending on the type of the algorithm are used to calculate
the output values and the corresponding results are represented in the form of a
look up table. The output value is selected from the look up table depending on
the current input value.
The three steps mentioned above converts a classical data into fuzzy data or fuzzy set
to create a fuzzy MF. Then fuzzy control rules are added to evaluate the output values
and the output is represented in the form of a look up table. The basics concerning
fuzzy sets, fuzzy MFs and fuzzy control rules are described in the next subsections.
2.3.1 Fuzzy Sets and Fuzzy Membership Functions
The idea of fuzzy set is an extension of classical data set concept. The fuzzy set in
principle is an elementary broader set in contrast to a classical data set [3]. By saying
this, it is clear that a classical data set is a subset of a fuzzy set. The classical data set
has a sharp boundary which shows that a member belongs to that particular set or
does not belong to that set at all. The mapping for classical data set is done by two
elements ’0’ or ’1’. Here ’0’ represents that a member ’does not belong to’ a particular
set while ’1’ represents that a member ’completely belong to’ a particular set.
To have more flexibility in assigning a member to a data set, fuzzy sets are used. The
fuzzy sets have a smoother boundary which gives a possibility that a member can belong
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to more than one data subsets. To understand the difference between classical and
fuzzy set, let’s consider a simple example of description of the temperature conditions.
It is divided into three categories for a classical set: LOW (0 to 30 oF ), MEDIUM (30
to 70 oF ) and HIGH (70 to 120 oF ) which is shown in figure 2.3(a). It can be observed
that for a classical set, the boarders of LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH temperature values
are very clear.
Figure 2.3(b) shows the similar temperature condition example for a fuzzy set. It can
be seen that the boarders of LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH temperature values are wide
and very smooth. For fuzzy sets, a particular temperature value falls under the category
of more than one subset. For example, the temperature value of 80 oF belongs to the
MEDIUM temperature range by a factor of 0.4 and also for the HIGH temperature
range by a factor of around 0.75. Similarly the temperature value of 50 oF belongs
to LOW, MEDIUM and HIGH temperature range. So by using the fuzzy set, one
temperature value is represented by two or even three subsets.
Figure 2.3: Representation of Classical and Fuzzy Sets [3]
The fuzzy sets can be further represented in the form of fuzzy MFs. The fuzzy MFs
can be represented in different shapes. For example; triangular waveform, trapezoidal
waveform, Gaussian waveform, S-curve waveform and bell-shaped waveform [3]. The
type of the waveform depends on the the application and can vary for different
applications. The systems which need a larger variation over a small period of time
uses triangular or trapezoidal waveform. Systems that need a high data accuracy uses
Gaussian or S-curve waveform [10]. To understand the way how a fuzzy MF is selected,
let’s consider an example of an air conditioner. Generally the temperature range for an
air conditioner is between 20 oF to 90 oF . These range is further divided into three
subsets:
’LOW’ Temperature: 20 oF to 40 oF , center value is 30 oF
’MEDIUM’ Temperature: 30 oF to 80 oF , center value is 55 oF
’HIGH’ Temperature: 60 oF to 90 oF , center value is 75 oF
The membership function for these three subsets is shown in figure 2.4. A medium
temperature can also be contemplated as a high temperature for the representation of
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this fuzzy MF. For example, a temperature value of 75 oF belong to ’MEDIUM’ and
’HIGH’ temperature range by a membership value of 0.5.
Figure 2.4: Representation of Fuzzy Membership Function [3]
In figure 2.4, core represents the fuzzy sets whose membership value is equal to 1. The
membership value of a fuzzy set is always in between 0 and 1 i.e. represented by [0,1].
2.3.2 Fuzzy Control Rules
Generally the fuzzy control rules are considered as knowledge of an expert in any
particular field. The fuzzy control rules are represented by an IF-THEN condition
regarding what action should be performed when a condition is true [3]. A fuzzy IF-
THEN condition describes the use of linguistic variables for example; ’LOW’, ’MEDIUM’
and ’HIGH’ and fuzzy sets to an output value. The IF part is used to describe the
information and THEN part is used to give the output values. This IF-THEN condition
is used as a fuzzy control rule to determine which input variable matches a particular
condition of this rule.
The two types of the fuzzy control rules are fuzzy mapping rules and fuzzy implication
rules. The fuzzy mapping rules gives a relationship between input and output values
by making use of linguistic variables [3]. The fuzzy implication rules gives a logical
implication relationship between input and output values. So the fuzzy implication
rules are defined as two-valued or multiple-valued logic rules. The output values are
represented in the form of a look-up table.
Fuzzy set represents a human behavior better than a classical set which is shown in
figure 2.3. By considering the advantages of fuzzy set over classical set, fuzzy logic is
used to model the driver’s behavior for this driver intention detection algorithm.
2.4 Edit Distance
Talking back about the first compilers in the early sixties and before, the idea of string
matching has a very long history in computer science [12]. The comparison between
different strings or texts is nowadays used in areas such as computational biology and
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language processing to pattern matching and web searching. A common measure to find
the similarity between two strings is to determine the edit distance value between these
two pairs. The edit distance operation includes insertion, deletion and replacement for
the transformation of one string into another [35]. For example, if P and Q are the two
strings pairs, then the edit distance value between P and Q, e(P,Q), is determined by
minimum number of character insertions, deletions or substitutions for transforming
the string P to Q. The cost of each transformation should be similar for converting one
string into another with the edit distance method but in general the costs are not the
same. The cost depends on the type of transformation performed and the number of
times a particular transformation is used [35].
Edit distance method can be used more successfully for comparison of the data samples
which are obtained from the clean data. Here clean data means without any noise
signals. But the data used in the real world is more noisy and has more variations. For
this reason a set of alternative data strings are used for comparison instead of using
just one string. This shows that a edit distance is computed by ’two set of strings’ [35].
Similar to string matching, edit distance method can also be used to find the similarities
between the driver’s behavior. For this work, edit distance method is used to determine
the similarities between two maneuver sequences of driver’s behavior. This method
compares the maneuver sequences present in the database with the sequences of driver’s
behavior in real time and gives the similarity value between these two sequences.
2.5 Summary
This chapter dealt with different basics of this thesis which are used as the base line
to understand the driver intention detection algorithm before starting to work on
optimization and further development. First of all, different types of ADAS which are
present today and the need of driver intention detection information for an ADAS is
described. In the next section, different ways to determine a driver’s intention and the
method used for this thesis work with it’s advantages is described in details. The basic
theory of fuzzy logic with fuzzy sets, fuzzy MFS and fuzzy control rules in addition
with the reason of using fuzzy logic for this algorithm is explained. The chapter ended
by describing the basics of edit distance method in addition to the reasons of using
this method for the driver intention detection algorithm.
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3 State of Art
This chapter describes the state of art used for optimization and further development of
the driver intention detection algorithm. The first section describes the data base of the
algorithm which is used for implementation and validation of the algorithm. The test
track layout and the way data is prepared for training the algorithm is also described
in this section. The step by step working of the algorithm is described in algorithm
overview section. In the last section design parameters and their corresponding effect
on the algorithm are described in details.
3.1 Database of the Algorithm
For the development and evaluation of the driver intention detection algorithm driving
data is required. This driving data serve as the base line for training the algorithm
and also for the validation of the results. For the collection of driving data, there are
different methods possible. These methods are differentiated based on their advantages
and disadvantages on each other. There are two main ways to collect the driving data:
1. From a driving simulator.
2. From a real vehicle.
1. From a driving simulator
It is the easiest way to collect driving data as compared to the real vehicle. There
are some parameters like lateral position, distance between the vehicle and a stop
line that are easy to measure in a driving simulator [18]. The data collected from
a simulator provides more controllability and reproducibility, as it is possible
to reproduce a driving scenario in the simulator than a real vehicle. But one
of the biggest advantage of using a driving simulator is the possibility to avoid
hazardous driving conditions without putting a driver to risk [24].
However the disadvantages of using a simulator to collect the data can not be
ignored as they can effect the performance and accuracy of some algorithms.
The physical and perceptual behavior of a driver is very different in a driving
simulator compared to the real road traffic conditions. In addition there can be a
problem of simulator sickness especially for the older people [8].
2. From a real vehicle
This is the ideal way to collect the driving data. As it is possible to collect the
information about physical and perceptual behavior of a driver, this method is
used in most of the advance driver assistance systems where driver’s intention
needs to be detected. Furthermore, a test study on public roads or enclosed test
sites can be performed. This gives different sets of data variations in different
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driving conditions. A real vehicle gives a freedom to a driver to perform a driving
maneuver more conveniently than the sophisticated way of using simulator.
The choice to use one of the above mentioned method depends on the desired
driving scenarios and the availability of the resources. However as the focus of
the thesis is to determine the driver’s intention, a real vehicle (method 2) is used
to collect the driving data for the algorithm. By using this method, a driver can
perform a driving scenario more naturally. If a driver has a freedom to perform
the driving maneuvers conveniently and naturally, more desired driving scenarios
can be used from the collected data. For the development of the algorithm, the
data studies were performed in the closed test site. The driver’s were confronted
with some unknown emergency situations to extract the natural behavior of
a driver in these conditions. The test track layout and the test procedure is
described in next subsections.
3.1.1 Test Track Layout
For collecting the data for the algorithm, a test study was performed at the airfield
Griesheim which is near Darmstadt. The speed limit for the test study was set to 50
km/h. The goal was to collect the driver’s behavior and data at normal and emergency
situations. The eagle view of the test track is shown in Figure 3.1.
Figure 3.1: Eagle view of the test track in airfield Griesheim
Each round begins and ends on a big paved surface which is good enough to make
the turns for the next round. Just at the beginning of each lap at the intersection,
there is a traffic light. For one participant, the traffic light switches normally to red
twice and two more times directly from green to red to get a rapid stop. When the
traffic light has a green signal, the participant drives straight. On this long straight
the participant is confronted with some lane changes. Two left and two right lane
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changes are performed totally. The lane changes are distinguished between the forced
and free lane change to obtain more driving scenarios. Pylons are used to perform the
forced lane changes. After the fourth lane change, one more alternative pylon is used.
This pylon is like a tube which pops up at the same height of the vehicle before a few
seconds provoking a emergency stop or evasion. This obstacle is activated only twice
per participant. After the obstacle, the driver performs two right turns to get back on
a straight road and overtakes a car driving in the front. This overtake is made only
once per participant and then the driver takes a slight left curve. After this curve,
there was a instructed person who threw a large obstacle (a box) on the road. The
participants were not aware about the obstacle as the person was hidden behind an
object. This way more emergency behavior of a participant was extracted. However
this situation was performed only once per participant. After this obstacle, there is a
stop sign where the driver stops for a few seconds and then takes a right turn to the
intersection. From the intersection the participant performs a left turn to get back to
the start point of the lap and begins the next lap again. The test track layout with the
positions of all above described maneuvers is shown in Figure 3.2.
Figure 3.2: Test track layout with maneuver positions
Each participant drove ten laps. The types of maneuver performed in each lap by
every participant is shown in figure 3.3. For the first two laps, the participants had
an opportunity to get to know the car and the test track better. The data from the
first two laps is sorted out and is not used for the development and validation of
the algorithm. To collect the data with more natural behavior of the driver towards
emergency situations, the participants did not knew that they will be confronted
with the emergency situations. In the first six laps there are only normal situations.
Beginning from the lap seven, all emergency situations like thrown obstacles and pylons
are activated. To have a scientific approach for data collection and to avoid the sequence
effects for emergency situations, half of the participants were first confronted with
emergency braking at the traffic light and evasive pylon later. And vice-versa for the
other half of the participants.
The data of 43 participants are collected from data collection studies. Figure 3.4 (a-f)
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Figure 3.3: Types of Maneuvers Performed by Every Participant
shows an overview of different maneuvers performed during the studies. Figure 3.4a
and 3.4c shows the way how a stop maneuver is performed. A traffic light shown in
figure 3.4a and a stop sign shown in figure 3.4c are used to perform a stop maneuver.
Figure 3.4: List of maneuvers
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Emergency braking maneuver is performed with the help of critical traffic light (figure
3.4b), which goes directly from green to red. Free and forced lane change maneuvers
are performed with the help of pylons placed on the road and is shown in figure 3.4d.
Figure 3.4e and 3.4f shows a way how the emergency maneuvers are performed. Some
participants chose to perform an emergency evasion while some performed an emergency
braking maneuver in these critical situations.
The data from five maneuvers are used for the optimization and further development of
the algorithm. These are Stop, lane change left, lane change right, emergency braking
and emergency evasion maneuvers. The definition and zero point (described in section
3.1.2) of these maneuvers is shown below:
1. Stop Maneuver
The stop maneuver is detected when the vehicle is stopping i.e. reaching a zero
velocity. The zero point for this maneuver is marked when the vehicle speed is
equal to zero. The way how the stop maneuver is performed for this study is
shown in figure 3.4a and 3.4c.
2. Left and Right Lane Change Maneuvers
The left and right lane change maneuvers are detected when the front wheel of
the vehicle touches the lane markings for the first time. The zero point for these
maneuvers is marked when the time-to-line-crossing (left and right TLC) values
are equal to zero. The way how the lane change maneuvers are performed for
this study is shown in figure 3.4d.
3. Emergency Braking Maneuver
The emergency braking maneuver is detected when a vehicle is stopping very fast.
The zero point for this maneuver is marked when the vehicle speed is equal to
zero. It is easy to identify the differences between stop and emergency braking
maneuvers by comparing the time taken to reach zero velocity. Because the time
to reach zero velocity is smaller for an emergency braking maneuver compared to
a stop maneuver. The way how the emergency braking maneuver is performed
for this study is shown in figure 3.4b and 3.4f.
4. Emergency Evasion Maneuver
The emergency evasion maneuver is detected when the front wheel of the vehicle
touches the lane markings very fast for the first time. The zero point for this
maneuver is reached when the time-to-line-crossing value is equal to zero. By
comparing the time taken to reach zero TLC value, emergency evasion and lane
change maneuvers are sorted out. The way how the emergency braking maneuver
is performed for this study is shown in figure 3.4e.
The goal of the thesis is to detect these maneuvers as early as possible and to give an
early warning to the driver. For the validation of the algorithm, it is very important
to know the number of maneuvers performed during the studies. To have a rough
estimation about the number of maneuvers, each marked segment in Figure 3.2 is
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Maneuver Average number per round
Stop at Traffic Light 1/4
Emergency Stop at Traffic Light 1/4
Lane Changes 4
Evasion pylon 1/4
Stop sign 1
Curve/Turn 7
Overtake 1/4
Thrown Obstacle 1/8
Sum 13.125
Total Maneuvers per participant 8 laps * 13.125 = 105
Table 3.1: Average Number of Maneuvers per Round [46]
counted as a maneuver. The total number of maneuvers performed per round is shown
in table 3.1.
For each participant, the data from eight laps are collected. Total number of maneuvers
performed by each participant is 105. This is an average value of number of maneuvers
performed per participant because every participant does not react same for every
situation. On average driving the eight rounds lasted for 35 minutes. The data from 43
participants are available from the data collection studies. The next section describes
how the data is prepared and converted to suitable structure for the development and
validation of the algorithm.
3.1.2 Data Preparation
During the data collection studies CAN bus, eye and head tracking data are recorded.
The eye and head tracking data are recorded with the help of a smart eye system.
The eye tracking system consists of two infrared cameras which are installed near the
driver seat of the vehicle. For the individual image recording, this system needs a two
illumination bulb that continuously emits the infrared light. In addition to the head
and gaze behavior of the driver, many other driver’s behavior data are recorded by the
system. Two more cameras in the interior and one at the windshield are installed to
film the data collection studies. However these videos are not so important for this
work but they are used to cross check the correctness of data collection.
As mentioned in Section 2.2 that the focus of this thesis is to use the CAN bus data,
so it is very important to know how the CAN bus data is collected. The CAN bus
data is collected from all the sensors located in the vehicle. These signals can vary in
large variety as there are different sensors present in a vehicle. These signals include all
inputs that a driver make, the driver surroundings, measurement of driver assistance
systems and so on. For this thesis, only a small number of input signals are used for
the detection of every maneuver. Because it is not important to use many input signals
but to use the signals which are more significant and effective for a particular maneuver.
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The way how and which input signals are selected for every maneuver is described in
Section 4.2 in more details. The most important part of the data preparation is the
highlight of driving maneuvers performed during the studies. For this purpose, the
data from different participants are converted into a standard data format by using
MATLAB software. For one participant there exists one data structure which has CAN
bus, eye tracking data and flags for the corresponding maneuver marked. From the
data structure, CAN bus data and the maneuver flags are used for the optimization
and further development of the algorithm.
For the training and validation of the algorithm a mark in the data structure to recognize
the driving maneuvers is required because it is a supervised learning procedure. This
mark is called as ’flag’ in the data structure. In many driver intention detection
algorithms, the start and end time of each of the maneuvers is required. Generally it
is very difficult to find the start time of a maneuver as it is not clearly identifiable.
However the developed algorithm for this thesis does not need the start time of a
maneuver. A rule is defined for the end time of a maneuver. The end time of a
maneuver is referred as ’Zero point’. The zero point is the time where the maneuver
ends i.e. no further prediction is possible.
Time to zero for each maneuver is the time horizon th(t) which is a design parameter of
the algorithm. The time horizon is calculated as negative before this zero point. There
are basically two rules used for setting the zero point for all the maneuvers. For stop
and emergency stop maneuvers, the zero point is determined based on the vehicle speed.
This zero point is marked as flag in the data structure. Every time when the vehicle
speed reaches a minimum value or zero, a stop or an emergency stop flag is marked
in the data structure. These two flags are sorted out depending on the time taken
to reach the minimum or zero speed as for a emergency stop maneuver this time is
comparatively shorter than the normal stop maneuver. For lane change and emergency
evasion maneuvers, the zero point is determined based on the time when the centerline
of a lane is crossed. This value is obtained from the camera system which is used to
recognize the lane markings. It is called time-to-line-crossing (TLC). Every time when
the TLC value reaches zero seconds, a lane change or an emergency evasion flag is
marked in the data structure. Left and right time to line crossing value is used for the
left and right lane change maneuvers respectively. The lane change and emergency
evasion flags are sorted out depending on the time taken to reach the zero tlc value
as for an emergency evasion maneuver this time is comparatively shorter than a lane
change maneuver.
Figure 3.5 shows a graphical example of both the above mentioned rules with vehicle
speed and TLC value. The vertical thick line is the zero point where a flag is marked
for every maneuver. All the flags are manually checked for correctness with the help of
a developed MATLAB graphical user interface (GUI). If a maneuver did not perform
correctly during the data studies, the corresponding flag is marked as invalid i.e. value
zero and this maneuver is not used for training and validation of the algorithm.
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Figure 3.5: Marking of Maneuver Zero Point; Top: Stop/Emergency Stop Maneuvers,
Bottom: Lane Change/Emergency Evasion Maneuvers
3.2 Algorithm Overview
There exists a history of algorithms which are used to determine the driver’s intention
in real time. These algorithms are mainly divided in three parts as discriminative,
generative and imitative learning [25]. Some examples of these algorithms are Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and Hidden Markov Models
(HMM). These mentioned algorithms are trained using experimental data and the
driver’s intention is determined by using the knowledge gained from this data collection
study. Determining the mental model of a driver directly is not feasible as it is
practically not possible due to high complexity. This is the main reason of using the
data collection studies, as the focus of the thesis is to determine the driver’s intention
as early as possible. There is no known technology today which determines the driver’s
mental model and intention accurately. Saying this only predictions with a appropriate
accuracy is possible. The driver’s intention detection can be possibly done by measuring
the behavior of the driver concerning head and gaze movement and also his actions.
From this information it is possible to build a probabilistic metal model of a driver
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and predicting his future actions that are going to be performed. When predicting
the driver’s intention, this information is contemplated as probabilistic. As the goal
is to predict the future behavior of the driver, the focus is to optimize and develop
an algorithm that is less sophisticated and more accurate than the existing driver’s
intention algorithm.
For predicting the driver’s intention, the main aim was to develop a white box algorithm.
The white box algorithm similarly like white box testing technique is an algorithm
which can be viewed at every point of time, while this freedom is not available in black
box algorithm [34]. From the white box algorithm the knowledge and information can
be extracted and can be used for future research. Contrary it is difficult to interpret the
knowledge and use it for the future research in a black box technique so it is not feasible
to predict the future behavior of a driver using black box algorithm. Considering the
advantages of white box algorithm over black box technique, a white box algorithm is
developed to determine the driver’s intention [21] [46].
The basic block diagram of the white box algorithm is shown in figure 3.6. The algorithm
takes CAN bus data as the input variables. The CAN bus data is differentiated as
continuous data and event based data. The continuous CAN bus data is collected from
the vehicle, for example vehicle speed, steer wheel angle, time to line crossing and so
on. The event based data is not continuous as is is not activated every time. The
examples of event based data are turn switch, vehicle surroundings such as availability
of free lane change to perform a lane change maneuver and so on.
CAN Continuous 
Data 
Vehicle speed
Steer wheel angle
Time to line crossing
Turn switch
Vehicle surroundings CAN Event Based 
Data 
Algorithm for 
Driver Intention 
Detection
Probability(t),
Time horizon(t)
Figure 3.6: Basic block diagram of the algorithm
The algorithm performs necessary transformations and calculations on the CAN input
signals using fuzzy logic by fuzzyfication of input signals. After fuzzyfication, the
signals are converted in state machine to build the data base of the algorithm. As the
last step, edit distance method is used to calculate the probability and time horizon
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values of a particular maneuver. The probability and time horizon values are the
desired output values of the algorithm which is shown in figure 3.6.
The main purpose to optimize and further develop the algorithm is to improve detection
accuracy in addition with earliness value. The advance driver assistance system will be
more safer if the driver’s intention is more earlier and accurately detected. So these
parameters are the main base for the optimization and further development of the
white box algorithm. The implementation tasks are described in chapter 4 in details.
The algorithm is mainly divided in two parts which is shown in figure 3.7. The two
main parts of the algorithm are:
1. Training.
2. Real time detection.
1. Training
This is the main part for the development of driver’s intention detection algorithm.
Here all the data collected from the test studies are converted in a database and
used as a reference for the real time detection of the algorithm. Fuzzyfication
is done for the CAN bus input signals collected from vehicle based on some
fuzzy rules. The fuzzyfied input signals are then converted to state machines.
These state machines represent the sequences that build up the database of the
algorithm.
2. Real time detection
The real time detection is performed at the vehicle side which has all the infotain-
ment system with a visualization to show the output results of the algorithm. The
database developed from training of the algorithm is continuously compared with
the live sequence of the driver’s behavior to perform the algorithm in real time.
This comparison is done with the edit distance method which continuously gives
the edit distance value for a predefined sampling rate for this algorithm. Based
on the edit distance value, probability and time horizon value are calculated
which are the output values of the algorithm.
The step by step working of the algorithm shown in figure 3.7 is divided in six steps.
These steps describe the working of driver’s intention detection algorithm in details.
These six steps are:
1. Selecting the CAN Input Signals.
2. Fuzzyfication of CAN Input Signals.
3. Modelling the Maneuvers with Fuzzy Control Rules.
4. Creation of State Machine.
5. Edit Distance Operation.
6. Calculation of Output Values.
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Figure 3.7: Step by Step Working of the Algorithm [21]
1. Selecting the CAN input signals
There exists some motivators and inhibitors which effects the way a driver’s
intention is detected which is described in section 2.2. But this motivators and
inhibitors signals need to be collected to determine the right information about
the driver’s intention. However a balance between the motivators and inhibitors
signals is ideal while selecting the input signals [1]. It seems logical and ideal to
use all the collected input signals to determine the driver’s intention in the best
possible and accurate way. However it is best to select the best and more effective
input signals for a particular maneuver than to choose all the input signals
available which is justified according to Occam’s razor theory [36]. Sometimes
selecting more and unnecessary input signals degrades the performance of the
algorithm. So focusing on small and more effective input signals leads to a better
detection quality concerning the true positive rate, false positive rate, earliness
and reduction of computational effort [5]. For example turn switch indicator
signal is more effective for predicting a lane change maneuver than to predict a
stop maneuver.
To detect the driver’s intention clustering of the signals from driver, vehicle
and surrounding environment is necessary. As the focus of the thesis is to use
CAN bus data, the driver’s intention is detected from vehicle and surrounding
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environment CAN bus signals. These signals can be distinguished as continuous
and event based signals shown in figure 3.8.
CAN Continuous 
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Vehicle speed
Steer wheel angle
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Vehicle surroundings
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Detection Algorithm
CAN Event Based 
Data 
Figure 3.8: CAN input signals for the Algorithm
The input data was collected through the in-vehicle installed 8 bit serial commu-
nication Controller Area Network (CAN) bus and some in-build vehicle sensors.
There are different types of CAN bus signals which can be used as input signals for
the algorithm. Some signals can be directly collected from the actual status of the
vehicle, for example vehicle speed, yaw rate, lateral and longitudinal acceleration.
These signals are the resulting output of driver’s actions and are mainly used to
make the vehicle steady. The other type of CAN signals that are collected from
the interaction between driver and the vehicle, for example steer wheel angle, turn
switch, accelerator pedal position and brake pedal position. When performing
these signals, the driver pilots the vehicle on operational level and the maneuver
is performed on the tactical level of the vehicle guidance described in section 2.2.
There exists some other CAN signals that can be collected from in-build vehicle
sensors for example time-to-collision (TTC) [20] and time-to-line-crossing (TLC)
for identifying the lane marking [32]. Lastly the surrounding environment signals
are number of free lane changes available to perform a lane change maneuver,
traffic information, outside temperature and so on. The way how CAN input
signals are selected for the optimization and further development of the algorithm
is described in section 4.1 in more details.
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2. Fuzzyfication of CAN Input Signals
To develop a white box algorithm described in this section, the feasible and most
optimal solution is to use fuzzy logic. The theory of fuzzy logic with all the basics
like fuzzy sets, fuzzy Membership Functions (MFs) and fuzzy control rules and
the reason to use it for the driver intention detection algorithm is described in
section 2.3 in details. Fuzzyfication of input signals is mainly done by following
the fuzzy rules and using fuzzy membership functions (MF). The fuzzy control
rules are always taken into account with some expert’s knowledge and can vary
between different experts [3]. For the algorithm, the fuzzy control rules are mainly
represented by a sequence of data or form. So with these rules it is possible to
handle the data in time series pattern [4]. Each fuzzy rule is elucidated as states.
These states are joined together to form a state machine. These states are joined
according to their appearance in time series to form a sequence of fuzzy control
rules over time [21]. As the data cannot be interpreted in continuous time series
form by using fuzzy logic because the results are calculated based on the present
results and not considering the past results. This is the main reason of using
fuzzy rules as states. With this small adaptation in the algorithm the data can
be evaluated in time series pattern.
Fuzzy membership functions provides the flexibility of reducing the span of input
signals to a desired number of sets. The basic block diagram of CAN input signals
converted to fuzzy membership functions by using fuzzyfication is shown in figure
3.9.
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Figure 3.9: Fuzzyfication of CAN input signals
The fuzzy membership function describes the fuzzy set with all kind of possible
values on the x axis i.e. the horizontal axis. The y axis i.e. the vertical axis is
fixed between a scale of 0 to 1 and indicates the membership value for a particular
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fuzzy set. The number of fuzzy membership functions per input signal for the
algorithm are selected based on expert’s knowledge. There is no particular way
to select the number of fuzzy membership functions, it depends on the expert’s
knowledge and at the same time can be evaluated with different possible numbers
to find the best value of MFs per input signal. The boundary lines of the fuzzy
MFs are adjusted with the data collected from test track study which is described
in section 3.1.1 in details. After selecting the number of fuzzy MFs per input
variable, all the input signals used for the algorithm are inspected for the areas
or regions with most and less deviation i.e. the region where the values are more
different or similar. This behavior is shown in figure 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Generation of Fuzzy MFs for each CAN Input Signal [21]
The figure 3.10 shows three graphs. The top plot describes the behavior of steer
angle for a lane change maneuver over a period of time. The steer angle is plotted
over a time period of 5 seconds. At time t=0 second, the vehicle performs a left
lane change maneuver which can be seen as the deviation in the top graph. The
middle plot shows the behavior of steer angle gradient over steer angle for the
same maneuver. The deviation in the middle graph also indicates the vehicle
performing a left lane change maneuver. With this deviation information from
the top and middle graphs, it is possible to identify the areas of input signals
with most and least changes. Keeping this prerequisite in the algorithm, more
fuzzy MFs can be created where the input signals have the most deviation. At
the same time, fewer fuzzy MFs can be created where the input signals have the
least deviation. Having fewer MFs for the areas of least deviation overall reduces
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the computational effort of the algorithm [21]. The bottom graph in the figure
3.10 shows more number of fuzzy MFs for the area of most deviation for steer
wheel angle and steer wheel gradient. By dividing the bottom graph in equally
sized parts, it is possible to identify the borders of fuzzy MFs.
To evaluate the right behavior of all the fuzzy MFs, the passage value between the
borders should be defined. The vertical axis which is fixed between the scale of 0
to 1 indicates the membership value for a particular fuzzy MFs. With a higher
fuzziness value, more smoother transitions between the membership functions can
be generated. Fuzziness and number of fuzzy MFs are the open design parame-
ters. These design parameters need to be optimized to improve the performance
of the algorithm with regards to the detection quality and computational ef-
fort. The design parameters of the algorithm are described in section 3.3 in details.
3. Modelling the Maneuvers with Fuzzy Control Rules
The maneuvers that need to be detected described in section 1.2 are present on
the tactical level of vehicle guidance. These maneuvers have the information
about various activities a driver is carrying out to guide the vehicle in a skillful
way. For example to perform a lane change maneuver, the driver guides the
vehicle with steering wheel and achieves the desired maneuver. This lane change
maneuver has all the information about the driver’s actions performed sequentially
to perform the lane change. Keeping this in mind a maneuver can be elucidated
as a sequence of driver’s actions performed over time. Each step in the sequence
of driver’s actions can be represented as a fuzzy rule. It is justified with the
statement that each fuzzy rule is expressed by a sequence of the form IF-THEN
regarding what action or output should be taken into consideration with the
present available information [3]. The number of fuzzy rules which are activated
to perform a particular maneuver are identical to the number of states for that
maneuver.
The data collection study described in section 3.1 is used as training data to
obtain the sequence of states. These sequences represent the behavior of the
driver to perform a certain kind of maneuver. Each sequence is obtained by
evaluating one maneuver from a particular participant and contains many number
of states. A combination of sequences forms a state machine which is shown in
figure 3.11.
Every state in the sequence of figure 3.11 represents the active fuzzy rule, the time
for which the fuzzy rule is activated and the mean fuzzy aggregation value for that
time [21]. As the algorithm used is a white box algorithm, this knowledge can be
used for future research by representing the available information as a directed
graph. This is the main advantage of using white box algorithm and fuzzy logic
over other methods. All the data sequences which have similar maneuvers are kept
into a database. The database consists of all the sequences of maneuvers which a
participant performed during the data collection studies. For each participant
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there is one data base file present which consists of all the maneuver sequences
performed by that participant during all the laps. All the maneuver sequences are
kept in the database to have more varieties of sequences of the driver’s behavior.
Having more varieties of maneuver sequences leads to a better chance of detecting
a particular maneuver and can significantly improve the detection quality of the
algorithm.
State Machine
Sequence of Driver’s behavior
Figure 3.11: Sequence of States Forming a State Machine
4. Creation of State Machine
The next step after fuzzyfication of CAN input signals is to generate the state
machine by using fuzzy control rules described in part 3 above. By using fuzzy
control rules, sequence of driver’s behavior are generated and each sequence
consists of some number of states. By combining all these sequences together, a
state machine is created which forms the database of the algorithm. This database
is used for training and testing the algorithm. The main reason to elucidate the
database as state machine is to reduce the computational effort of the algorithm.
The basic diagram of generation of state machine by using fuzzyfication is shown
in figure 3.12. For each maneuver, there exists one state machine corresponding
to the driver’s behavior which is going to be identified or detected. The state
machine shown in figure 3.12 contains similar states that are inherited from the
sequence database i.e. the database of the algorithm. The transformation between
these states are taken out from the database. The edit distance operation which
is described in the part 5 is only calculated for a particular maneuver when the
corresponding state machine is active. When the predefined states are arrived,
the particular state machine is marked as active. The starting state number 1
shown in figure 3.12 is marked as active. In contradictory when the end state is
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reached, the particular state machine is deactivated or marked as inactive. The
end state number 6 shown in figure 3.12 is marked as inactive. Here reaching end
state means that utmost number of invalid transitions are arrived or the driver
had successfully ended the maneuver. Considering the concept of activation and
deactivation of state machine, at any point of time for the algorithm only the
appropriate similarities between the database sequences and the actual sequence
of driver’s behavior is calculated. This results in reduction of computational
effort for the algorithm.
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Figure 3.12: Fuzzyfication to state machine conversion
5. Edit Distance Operation
The edit distance operation is done during real time detection and calculates
the edit distance value as output to detect the driver’s intention. The basic
theory of edit distance is described in section 2.4 in details. To detect the driver’s
intention in a most effective way, the actual sequence of driver’s behavior should
be evaluated and compared with the database sequence of the algorithm in
real time. As during the data collection study described in section 3.1, none
of the participant showed a similar behavior to perform the same maneuver
over a number of times, no similar sequences of driver’s behavior are generated.
The main reason for this dissimilarity is inter- and intra-individual differences
to carry out a driving maneuver [13]. Although the big number of maneuvers
performed during the data collection studies, it is almost impossible to find an
identical behavior between the database and real time sequence for the algorithm.
Therefore it is required to determine a similarity between these two which is done
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with the help of edit distance method. The edit distance method is used for word
processing for the large set of database [29]. For word processing, it can be used
to determine the minimal attempts required for converting one word into other
to evaluate the resemblance between two words. This similarity information from
the edit distance method is used for intention detection to predict the driving
maneuvers. The conversion achieved from this method is performed in many steps
and these steps are predefined taking special requirements into consideration.
Taking the algorithm needs into account, this conversion can be achieved in three
steps. These three steps are: Add up a new state, replacement of an existing state
with other and removal of a state [21]. These three steps are mainly performed
to calculate the edit distance value for the algorithm. The basic diagram of edit
distance operation is shown in figure 3.13.
Database of the algorithm
Live sequence of driver’s behavior
Edit Distance 
Value 
dist (t)
Real-time detection
Figure 3.13: Edit distance operation
These conversion steps are assigned a cost value that needs to be performed. The
cost value is also a design parameter that effects the performance of the algorithm.
This design parameter can be adjusted to obtain the best algorithm performance.
For example inserting a new state occurs very often for edit distance operation
and is assigned a low cost value. The states which are going to be removed are
assigned a highest cost value out of all other states. The replacement of two
existing states also vary in the cost value depending on the type. The cost value
for two adjacent states is much lower than the states that are randomly in order
or are not next to each other.
There are some problems and challenges for comparing the sequences of driver’s
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behavior to the database. One of the main challenge is to compare the maneuver
sequences which have different beginning points. As there exist different driving
maneuvers in the database, the begin point of a driving maneuver is difficult to
identify and to overcome this problem a continuous distance should be calculated.
With the adaptation taken into the edit distance operation regarding the three
steps, it is possible to compare the sequences with different starting points [37].
The driver can perform a lane change maneuver at any point of time while a
turning maneuver can be only performed at a turn, crossing or intersection. This
way it is easy to identify a turning maneuver over a lane change maneuver as turn
maneuver is only performed at certain conditions. For detecting the similarity
between other maneuvers with different begin points, the adjustment performed
in the edit distance operation can be used.
6. Calculation of Output Values
The output result of the driver intention detection algorithm gives the edit
distance value dist(t) calculated from edit distance operation. The basic block
diagram for calculation of output values is shown in figure 3.14.
Real-time detection
Edit Distance 
Value 
dist (t)
Probability
p (t)
Time Horizon
th (t)
Figure 3.14: Calculation of output values
The edit distance value is the comparison between live sequence of driver’s
behavior with the database of the algorithm described in part 5. So it is possible
to determine a driver’s intention by comparing the similarity between the actual
maneuver conducted during driving with reference to the maneuvers conducted in
the data collection study. A geometric series method is utilized to determine the
average distance value of the output vector with the database sequences of the
algorithm. None of the edit distance values are neglected to determine the output.
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This way all the edit distance values with a definite weighing factor are taken into
account for the intention detection resulting in maneuver prediction. The main
reason to consider all the edit distance values is to have a greater mixture and
varieties of driving maneuvers. This results in an improvement in detection quality
of the algorithm. From the geometric series method, the large edit distance values
are comparatively less considered to maintain the overall effect. The smaller edit
distance value represents more similarity between the sequences while larger edit
distance value represents non-similarity of the sequences.
The edit distance calculation corresponds to the statistical probability p (t)
[21]. The statistical probability is defined as the rate of appearance of a driving
maneuver that is executed by a driver. The correlation between edit distance
and statistical probability is taken out from the database of the algorithm and
then it is reserved in a lookup table for later use. The amendment between these
two values is evaluated in real time by using the reserved lookup table. The
main advantage of using a lookup table instead of the correlation value every
time is reduction in overall computational effort of the algorithm. There is only
a little compromise in accuracy by using lookup table but that can be neglected
over reduction of computational effort, as this can certainly make the algorithm
calculations slower.
The time horizon th (t) is calculated the similar way the statistical probability is
calculated. The time horizon is defined as expected time left until the occurrence
of the maneuver. Similar to the lookup table for the calculation of probability
which is extracted from the database, this look up table is also used for calculation
of time horizon. The time horizon can vary with the type of maneuver performed
and is totally dependent on the definition of maneuver. For example reaching the
zero velocity for a stop maneuver or reaching the zero time-to-line-crossing (TLC)
value for a lane change maneuver. For the driver intention detection algorithm,
time horizon calculation is as important as the statistical probability calculation.
Because for an ADAS to give an early warning, the time horizon i.e. the time
to maneuver is necessary. The probability gives the rate of occurrence of the
maneuver while the time horizon represents how early a maneuver is detected.
So both these parameters are important to detect a driver’s intention as early as
possible.
3.3 Design Parameters of the Algorithm
There are some design parameters of the algorithm which directly influences the
performance of the algorithm. By varying or finding an optimum value for these
parameters, the algorithm performance can be significantly improved. The list of design
parameters is shown in table 3.2.
The first design parameter is finding the best set of CAN input signals. This design
parameter is described in section 4.2 in details. As mentioned in table 3.2 that selection
of input signals is done by choice, so the selection is based on performance of the
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algorithm concerning that set of input signals. By finding the best set of input signals,
time horizon value can be increased by using early input signals. Increase in time
horizon significantly leads to early detection of driver’s intention by predicting the
maneuvers early. One example of early input signal is turn switch indicator. The turn
switch is activated when the driver is going to execute a lane change maneuver. But
when the driver is driving on a straight road, this signal is not activated at all. So
early signals are good for early detection of the maneuvers but they are not always
reliable. There are some other CAN input signals which are robust. One example of
a robust signal to detect a lane change maneuver is steering wheel angle. The steer
wheel angle value gives the information about the driver performing a left or right lane
change maneuver. But the time horizon value for steering wheel angle input signal
is smaller compared to the time horizon value for turn switch signal to detect a lane
change maneuver. Therefore a mixture of early and robust CAN input signals is needed
for early and reliable detection of the driving maneuvers described in section 1.2.
Design Parameter Value
Input Signals Selection by choice
Number of Fuzzy Membership Functions N
Fuzziness [0,1]
Order {1;2}
Maximum Time Horizon Max th(t)
Weighing Factor for Edit Distance W
Table 3.2: Design Parameters of the Algorithm
The next design parameter is number of fuzzy membership functions per input signal
(N). This parameter affects the complexity of the algorithm [21]. As large number of
fuzzy membership functions expand the sequence of driver’s behavior extracted from
the database, it can increase the complexity of the algorithm. With more number
of fuzzy MFs, more rules and states are generated by fuzzyfication method. As the
end result, the length of all the driver’s sequences will increase. This will increase the
computational effort of the algorithm. So by finding an optimum value for number of
fuzzy MFs, the complexity and computational effort of the algorithm can be maintained.
In addition to this, a good balance between the statistical probability and time horizon
can be obtained.
By altering the fuzziness, the behavior of the algorithm can be affected. The fuzziness
value is always between the range 0 and 1 that is [0,1]. The behavior can be affected
for the points present in between the learned boundaries of fuzzy MFs [21]. A higher
value of fuzziness results in substantial variety of the sequences and the calculations
are more fuzzified. Furthermore this gives smoother output values which leads to the
continuous value of statistical probability and time horizon. Here also it is important
to find an optimum value instead of taking a highest value of fuzziness. As after a
certain value, the performance of the algorithm can decrease.
By changing the order, the way how the states are selected can be affected. For the
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algorithm, the order value is always 1 or 2. The order value 1 represents that only
the sequences with the highest aggregation value should be selected. The order value
2 represents that two sequences with the highest aggregation value are selected for
comparison. For the algorithm, a maximum of two state sequences i.e. primary and
secondary sequences are considered.
By optimizing the maximum time horizon value, the performance of the algorithm
can be affected. As maximum time horizon represents the maximum time required for
maneuver sequences comparison with the database, the overall length of the sequences
can be changed. A greater time horizon value represents larger maneuver sequences for
comparison, so it can certainly increase the computational effort of the algorithm. By
finding an ideal value of maximum time horizon, the overall computational effort of
the algorithm can be significantly reduced. The problem with too small time horizon
value is that some early predictors like time-to-line-crossing are missed and this will
reduce the detection quality of the algorithm. So the goal is to find an ideal value of
time horizon instead of just selecting the minimum value. This parameter is described
in section 4.3 in details.
By altering the weighing factor (W) i.e. the cost of transformation steps for edit distance
method, the output of the algorithm can be affected. So by finding an optimum value of
weighing factor for all the transformation steps, the probability and time horizon value
can be significantly improved. This will raise the detection quality of the algorithm.
This design parameter should be adjusted for all the transformation steps with reference
to each other to keep the consistency between all these steps. The weighing factor
value for insertion of a new state should be greater than the value for switching the
states which are next to each other or are in random order. The state which is going to
be removed should be assigned a lowest weighing factor. The variation of the weighing
factor (cost values) for each transformation step does not affect the computational
effort of the algorithm but can improve the detection quality.
3.4 Summary
This chapter dealt with the state of art for the driver intention detection algorithm
in deep details. This chapter serves as the main foundation to understand the overall
working of the algorithm. In the first section, the database of the algorithm is described
with all the details. The test track structure and the methods used to perform the
data collection study is described in test track layout subsection. The data preparation
subsection describes how the data is converted in a organized structure for training and
testing the algorithm. Then step by step working of the algorithm is described with all
the details. The main six steps described in algorithm overview are the heart of this
thesis and are used for driver intention detection algorithm. The design parameters
which effects the performance of the algorithm are also described. These parameters
can be optimized to obtain a greater algorithm performance in terms of accuracy
concerning TPR, FPR and earliness values and also for reduction of computational
effort.
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4 Implementation
This chapter describes how different tasks are implemented for optimization and further
development of the algorithm. The first section describes the need of performing the
implementation tasks and problems with the previously developed algorithm. In the
next three sections, the tasks performed for the optimization of the algorithm are
described. In the last section, the task for the further development of the algorithm is
described. The algorithm is further developed by using all the optimization updates
to obtain a good performance concerning the detection quality of the algorithm. All
the implementation tasks show an improvement in overall performance over previous
methods and are performed sequentially by comparing the results of all the methods.
4.1 Concept
As described in section 1.2, the goal of this thesis is to detect the five driving maneuvers
(stop, lane change left and right, emergency braking, emergency evasion) as early as
possible with very good accuracy. The focus behind performing the optimization and
further development of the algorithm is to improve the performance concerning TPR,
FPR and early detection of each maneuver. Here early detection represents how early
a maneuver is detected before the maneuver is going to be performed. Improvement in
TPR value is necessary to detect as much maneuvers as possible to raise the effectiveness
of an ADAS. Reduction in FPR value is important to reduce the number of unnecessary
warnings for an ADAS to avoid the disturbance to the driver. Improvement in earliness
value gives a driver more time to react to a warning if it is presented more early,
because a warning is meant to tell the driver what he has to do in emergency situations.
Additionally, keeping the overall computational effort to a certain level to maintain the
real time capability of the algorithm is also achieved. Keeping the computational effort
to a certain level is important for the implementation of an algorithm in automotive
hardware. Maintaining the real time capability is necessary to give all the information
to an ADAS in time.
The implementation tasks are performed by comparing the obtained results of this
thesis with the results of a previous work [46]. The results of the previous work [46]
are not fully satisfactory concerning the detection quality of the algorithm. This is
one of the main motivation to work on optimization and further development of the
algorithm. The results of the previous work shown in the table 4.1 shows the algorithm
performance for each of the driving maneuvers mentioned in section 1.2.
As it can be seen in the table 4.1 that the true positive rate for lane changes and
emergency maneuvers is not to the maximum performance. The false positive rate
for stop, lane changes and emergency braking maneuvers is quite high. In addition
the earliness value for all the maneuvers is not so earlier as expected and it is very
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important for early detection of all the driving maneuvers to provide an early warning
to an ADAS.
Maneuver Name True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Stop 100% 17.55% -2.005
Lane Change Left 92.86% 17.96% -0.895
Lane Change Right 97.83% 14.72% -0.652
Emergency Braking 95% 12.7% -1.732
Emergency Evasion 82.64% 4.67% -0.354
Table 4.1: Results of the previous work before the start of this thesis [46]
By considering all these problems mentioned above, the implementation tasks are
performed to improve the overall performance of the algorithm concerning TPR, FPR
and earliness values. In addition, keeping the computational effort below a certain
level to maintain the real time capability of the algorithm is also achieved. Real
time capability of the algorithm is very important to be able to detect all the driving
maneuvers in real time and therefore it is one of the main research question of this
thesis. The way how the tasks are implemented is described in the next sections.
4.2 Identifying the Best Set of CAN Input Signals
Identifying the best set of CAN input signals is one of the open design parameter of
this algorithm which is mentioned in table 3.2 and is very important to achieve a good
overall performance for the algorithm. One can certainly argue that, it is best and
most effective to use all the input signals available to achieve a good performance. As
more number of input signals certainly have more information about driver’s behavior
and can significantly improve the driver intention detection for maneuver prediction.
A contradiction to the above statement is supported by Occam’s Razor Theory. The
Occam’s Razor theory states that, ”among the list of present hypotheses, fewest and
most effective assumptions should be selected” [15]. So according to this theory, it is
most effective to select the best and minimum number of input signals from a available
set of signals [36]. This theory is mainly used to distinguish and find best set of signals,
out of the large set of input signals.
The Occam’s Razor theory can be explained by following intents:
 First Razor:
Out of two models present with the same generalization error, the simple model
should be selected as simplicity is required for an ideal model [15].
 Second Razor:
Out of two models with the same training set error, the simple model should be
selected as the simple model will have less generalization error [15].
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To understand the Occam’s Razor theory and it’s affect on a large set of input signals,
let’s consider a model with a large size of data sets. Here the aim is to find best possible
data sets out of all the data sets available and their corresponding probability value.
The data set relation to the probability value is shown in figure 4.1. The probability
value of the data set is given by P(D|Gi). Here D is the data set value and Gi represents
the data sets for which probability value is computed. As can be seen in figure 4.1 that
with too simple models, it is not possible to produce a kind of required data set. The
models which are too complex produces a large number of data sets. So it is very ideal
to select a right or approximately right number of models to produce a correct data
set. The right number of models can be achieved by finding a model which is neither
too simple nor too complex.
From this example model, it is clear that it is always feasible to use best set of data
instead of using all the data together. Selecting more number of CAN input signals can
affect the performance of the algorithm. So by selecting minimum and most effective
set of input signals, it can significantly improve the detection quality of the algorithm
with regards to TPR, FPR and earliness [5]. In addition, less number of input signals
also reduces the computational effort of the algorithm making the algorithm real time
capable.
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Figure 4.1: Example model for Occam’s Razor Theory [41]
The CAN input signals are mainly divided into two types which is shown in figure 3.8.
These two types are:
1. CAN Continuous Data:
The CAN bus continuous data is collected from the CAN bus regularly. This
data is continuous as the values of these signals is collected by the CAN bus at
every predefined sampling period. Some examples of CAN bus continuous signals
are vehicle velocity, steer wheel angle, yaw rate and time-to-line-crossing (TLC).
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2. CAN Event Based Data:
The CAN event based data is not collected regularly from the CAN bus. There
are some of the CAN bus signals, which are not activated all the time and are
collected during the time when they are activated. Some examples of event based
signals are turn switch indicator, vehicle surroundings such as availability of a
free lane to perform a lane change maneuver and the information about other
driving vehicles.
The selection of the input signals between these two types is based on the maneuver
that need to be performed. For example, to detect a lane change maneuver turn
switch indicator and TLC input signals are more important and provides more accurate
information. These signals certainly have no affect to detect a stop or an emergency
braking maneuver. This is because the lane change maneuver is performed by the
lateral movement of the vehicle (LACS described in section 2.1.1) and the signals
describing the lateral movement (turn switch indicator and TLC) will suit best. For
an early detection of a lane change maneuver i.e. to obtain a greater earliness value,
time-to-line-crossing signal is better compared to longitudinal acceleration. As the
TLC signal provides a greater earliness value over longitudinal acceleration signal. So
for identifying the best set of CAN input signals, all these mentioned conditions need
to be considered. By this way a better and accurate performance for the algorithm
concerning the detection quality can be achieved.
The CAN bus continuous and event based signals are further divided into different
types depending on the way they are collected to form the database for the algorithm.
These types are:
 Signals from the actual state of the vehicle:
These type of input signals are collected directly from the actual state of the
vehicle. These signals are collected as the resulting outcome of driver’s actions.
Some examples of these signals are vehicle speed, yaw rate, yaw angle, lateral
acceleration and so on. As the signals are obtained from the actual state of the
vehicle, they are used to make the vehicle stable while performing the driving
maneuver.
 Signals from interaction between driver and the vehicle:
These type of input signals are obtained when the driver makes a physical contact
or interaction with the vehicle. To collect these signals, the driver drives the
vehicle on operational level to perform a maneuver on tactical level of guidance.
Some examples of these signals are steer wheel angle, accelerator pedal position,
brake pedal position and turn switch indicator.
 Signals from the surrounding environment:
These type of input signals are collected from the surrounding environment
information. These are event based signals and not collected continuously. Some
examples of these signals are availability of free lane to perform a lane change
maneuver and the information about other driving vehicles.
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Based on the above mentioned types, the CAN bus signals are collected which are used
as input signals for this algorithm. The input signals that need to be selected for each
maneuver comes under all the above mentioned categories. The minimum and most
effective number of input signals should be selected depending on the desired maneuver
that needs to be performed.
The way how the best set of CAN input signals are selected for the stop maneuver is
shown in table 4.2. As it can be seen in table 4.2 that best set of CAN input signals are
obtained by trying different input combinations. These input signals are selected based
on the conditions described above. It can be observed that by adding more number
of input signals, the overall performance of the algorithm is degrading. This supports
the theory of Occam’s Razor and proves that it is always best to select minimum and
most effective number of input signals. The best set of input signals obtained for the
stop maneuver are vehicle speed and combined pedals. The signal combined pedals is
defined as the difference between accelerator pedal position and brake pedal position.
The validation result is obtained by validation metrics which is described in section 5.1
in details. The validation result is obtained by considering all the parameters which are
TPR, FPR and earliness. By comparing the validation results of different combinations,
combination with the best performance can be obtained.
CAN Input Signals True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Combined pedals,
Longitudinal accelera-
tion
90.48% 34.57% -2.106 0.6578
Vehicle Speed,
Combined pedals
100% 16.49% -2.481 0.7770
Combined pedals,
combined pedals
gradient
14.29% 3.19% -1.55 0.4712
Vehicle speed, com-
bined pedals, longitu-
dinal acceleration
100% 14.36% -2.095 0.7561
Vehicle speed, com-
bined pedals, com-
bined pedals gradient
33.33% 0.53% -1.60 0.5467
Combined pedals,
combined pedals
gradient, longitudinal
acceleration
42.86% 13.83% -2.80 0.6186
Table 4.2: Identifying the Best Set of CAN Input Signals for Stop Maneuver
To understand the behavior of left lane change maneuver with regard to different CAN
signals, the way how CAN input signals are selected for this maneuver is also shown
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in table 4.3. The behavior with more number of input signals for left lane change
maneuver is almost similar to the stop maneuver. As it can be seen in table 4.3 that
the performance of the left lane change maneuver is initially improving with more
number of input signals. But using more than three input signals for this maneuver
degrades the performance. The best set of input signals for this maneuver are left TLC,
left heading angle and turn switch ratio left. So with minimum and most effective
number of input signals, the overall performance is very good.
This method is also performed for right lane change, emergency braking and emergency
evasion maneuvers to find the best set of input signals for these maneuvers. The
algorithm performance for these three maneuvers can be found in Appendix A.1.1,
A.1.2 and A.1.3 respectively.
CAN Input Signals True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Steer angle 23.81% 12.57% -0.30 0.4198
Longitudinal accelera-
tion
28.57% 4.19% -0.45 0.4735
Left TLC, Longitudinal
acceleration
7.14% 0% -0.262 0.4039
Left TLC, Left heading
angle
97.62% 14.37% -0.487 0.6725
Left TLC, Left
heading angle, Turn
switch ratio left
85.71% 28.74% -1.422 0.6804
Steer angle, Left TLC,
Left lateral position,
turn switch ratio left
23.81% 1.20% -0.533 0.4738
Steer angle, Left TLC,
Left lateral position,
Steer gradient, left
heading angle
35.71% 8.98% -0.833 0.5136
Table 4.3: Identifying the Best Set of CAN Input Signals for Left Lane Change Maneuver
4.3 Optimization of Time Horizon
The time horizon value is also one of the open design parameter that directly affects the
overall performance of the algorithm which is mentioned in table 3.2. It is important
to optimize the time horizon to achieve a good performance concerning TPR, FPR and
earliness. In addition to this, optimization of time horizon will also lead to reduction
of computational effort. The time horizon value is denoted by th(t). This value is
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different for different maneuvers depending on the type of maneuver that needs to be
performed. For example, the maximum time horizon value for a stop maneuver is taken
comparatively larger than a lane change and emergency maneuvers. Because a driver
needs more time to perform a stop maneuver than to perform all other maneuvers. The
first maximum time horizon value for this work is selected according to the expected
time an early feature for a maneuver can be detected. The maximum time horizon is
defined as the maximum time required for comparing the real time behavior of the
driver with the database sequences. As real time behavior of the driver is also taken as
a sequence to compare it with the database, bigger time horizon will lead to bigger
sequences for comparison.
To understand the role of time horizon value in a more affective way to detect different
types of maneuvers, let’s consider an example of a stop maneuver. Figure 4.2 explains
the affect of time horizon on a stop maneuver. Figure 4.2 shows two maneuver sequences
A and B collected from the database. The maximum time horizon value for the sequence
A is 12 seconds and for the sequence B it is 8 seconds. The sequence A is larger compared
to sequence B because the time horizon value is bigger for sequence A. From this it
is clear that greater value of time horizon leads to bigger sequence for comparison.
These bigger sequences certainly increases the computational effort of the algorithm
and make the algorithm calculations more complex. Increase in computational effort
will also make edit distance calculations difficult to determine which is used to find the
similarities between real time behavior of the driver and the database sequences.
Sequence A
Sequence B
Time Horizon (in seconds)
0812
Figure 4.2: Affect of time horizon, example of stop maneuver
Considering the problems with the large sequences mentioned above, the goal here
is to find an optimum value of time horizon. It seems logical at the first that using
the minimum value of time horizon can solve this problem but minimum does not
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mean an ideal value. The problem with too small time horizon value is that some early
predictors to detect a maneuver can be missed which will reduce the detection quality
of the algorithm. So here the focus is to find an ideal value of time horizon that gives
the best detection quality out of all other values.
The way how the optimum value of time horizon is found for the stop maneuver is
shown in table 4.4. For the optimization of time horizon for this maneuver, the best
set of input signals are used which can be found in table 4.2. The first row in the
table 4.4 shows the results obtained by identifying the best set of input signals with a
time horizon value of 12 seconds. The time horizon value is varied between different
numbers to find an optimum value. It can be observed that the overall performance of
the algorithm starts reducing at time horizon value of 7.5 seconds. This shows that
minimum value of the time horizon does not mean an ideal value. After trying all the
possible values of time horizon, the best value of time horizon obtained is 8 seconds
because the validation result for this time horizon is highest compared to all other time
horizons. Table 4.4 shows an improvement in performance over table 4.2 for the stop
maneuver. So by performing each of implementation tasks in chapter 4, an improvement
in overall performance is obtained compared to the previous implementation task.
Maximum Time
Horizon (in sec-
onds)
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
12 100% 16.49% -2.481 0.7770
8.5 100% 17.55% -1.61 0.7128
8 100% 16.49% -2.635 0.7882
7.5 95.24% 20.21% -2.490 0.7494
7 80.95% 17.55% -1.675 0.6534
Table 4.4: Optimization of Time Horizon for Stop Maneuver
The way how the optimum value of time horizon is obtained for the left lane change
maneuver is shown in table 4.5. The change in performance with different time horizons
for left lane change maneuver is almost similar to stop maneuver. The results with the
time horizon value of 5 seconds in table 4.5 are the results of best set of input signals
for left lane change maneuver. The overall performance of the algorithm improves until
the time horizon of 4.5 seconds and then it starts reducing. The optimum time horizon
value found for the left lane change maneuver is 4.5 seconds because the validation
result for this time horizon is highest compared to all other values.
Table 4.5 shows an improvement in overall performance for the left lane change maneuver
over table 4.3. So by optimizing the time horizon not only the computational effort
of the algorithm is reduced but also the detection quality for each of the maneuver is
improved.
The optimization of time horizon is also performed for right lane change, emergency
braking and emergency evasion maneuvers. The algorithm performance for these three
maneuvers can be found in Appendix A.2.1, A.2.2 and A.2.3 respectively.
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Maximum Time
Horizon (in sec-
onds)
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
5.5 90.47% 31.14% -1.021 0.6416
5 85.71% 28.74% -1.422 0.6804
4.7 78.57% 36.52% -1.40 0.6280
4.5 92.86% 31.14% -1.470 0.7021
4 80.95% 34.13% -1.324 0.6347
Table 4.5: Optimization of Time Horizon for Left Lane Change Maneuver
4.4 Setting up Early Flags in the Database
This task is performed to improve the overall performance of the algorithm and specially
the earliness value of each maneuver. The performance improvement by setting up early
flags in the database is over the task performed in section 4.3. Setting up early flags
in the database will significantly improve the earliness value which is very important
concerning an early warning of a maneuver to the driver. This information can be used
by an ADAS and it will make the ADAS more safer resulting in reduction of traffic
fatalities.
By setting early flags in the database, it is possible to predict a maneuver earlier in
time. This is achieved by improvement in earliness value of the maneuver with the early
flags. To understand the reasons of setting up early flags more clearly, the example of
the stop maneuver is shown in figure 4.3.
Vehicle Speed (in km\hour)
01020
Flag ‘Stop_20’ Flag ‘Stop_10’ Flag ‘Stop’
Additional flags for stop
maneuver
Figure 4.3: Setting up Early Flags for Stop Maneuver
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As it can be seen in the figure 4.3 that additional early flags ’stop 10’ and ’stop 20’ are
marked at the vehicle speed of 10 and 20 km/hour respectively for the stop maneuver.
These early flags provide a higher stop maneuver probability earlier in time. This will
result in early prediction of this maneuver and will improve the earliness value.
The example script for marking up early flags in the database for the stop maneuver is
shown below. This script shows how the flag ’stop 10’ is marked for this maneuver.
The ’stop 10’ flag is set every first time in the database when the vehicle speed is 10
km per hour or just less than 10 km per hour for every ’stop’ flag. The ’stop’ flag is
set every time in the database when the vehicle speed is zero.
1 function [ ] = set_flag_test_10( p)
2
3 load(['Messdaten/P', num2str(p), '.mat']);
4 flag = 'stop_10';
5
6 % Get times of flags 'stop'
7 fl_gerade = strcmp('stop', data.flags(:,2));
8 fl_gerade_cell = data.flags(fl_gerade,1);
9 t_gerade = cell2mat(fl_gerade_cell);
10
11 % Get velocity data
12 v = getSubjectSignal(data,'v_ego');
13
14 % Find last velocity <= 10 for each 'stop' flag
15 for i=1:length(t_gerade)
16 t = t_gerade(i);
17 i_v = find(v.time > t,1,'first');
18
19 % Search for velocity <= 10
20 i_found = find(v.values(i_v:end) <= 10,1,'first');
21 i_found = i_found - 1; % Last v <= 10 during acceleration
22
23 % Set flag
24 t_flag = v.time(i_v+i_found-1);
25 data.flags = [data.flags; {t_flag, flag, true}];
26
27 end
28
29 %%Save the flags in the database
30 save(['Messdaten/P', num2str(p), '.mat'], 'data');
31
32 end
Other flags like ’stop 20’ at the vehicle speed of 20 km per hour are also marked for
the stop maneuver to check the improvement in performance by trying different flags
with different velocity values. The main reason to mark ’stop 10’ and ’stop 20’ flags in
the database is to use the earliness information from these flags for early maneuver
detection.
After setting up these flags, the next step is to calculate the combined probability,
TPR, FPR and earliness values by adding up the state machines for these flags. As
each of the flag during training separately generates a state machine, the aim is to add
up the probability and all other values by combining all the state machines together.
So for a stop maneuver, the state machines for ’stop’, ’stop 10’ and ’stop 20’ flags are
added together. This can be given by the mathematical expression:
SM stop total = SM stop + SM stop 10 + SM stop 20 (4.1)
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Where SM stop total is the combined state machine for all the flags. SM stop,
SM stop 10 and SM stop 20 are the state machines for ’stop’, ’stop 10’ and ’stop 20’
flags respectively. The way how the state machines are added up of all the flags for the
stop maneuver is shown in figure 4.4. The choice of flags for different vehicle speeds is
according to the performance improvement because it is observed that the performance
of the algorithm starts reducing after a certain earlier velocity value for which the
earlier flags are marked.
Vehicle Speed (in km\hour)
01020
SM_Stop_20 SM_Stop_10 SM_Stop
SM_Stop_total
Flag ‘Stop_20’ Flag ‘Stop_10’ Flag ‘Stop’
+
Figure 4.4: Combining the State Machines of All the Flags for Stop Maneuver
The algorithm performance with the above mentioned flags for the stop maneuver is
shown in table 4.6.
Flags Name True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Stop 100% 16.49% -2.635 0.7882
Stop and Stop 10 100% 21.97% -2.132 0.7334
Stop and Stop 20 96.11% 19.48% -3.095 0.7981
Stop, Stop 10 and
Stop 20
88.10% 21.56% -2.464 0.7192
Stop 10 and Stop 20 71.43% 6.91% -2.668 0.7274
Table 4.6: Algorithm Performance with Early Flags for Stop Maneuver
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As it can be seen in the table 4.6 that with only ’stop’ flag, the algorithm performance
is not so good compared to the combination of ’stop’ and ’stop 20’ flags. By combining
’stop’, ’stop 10’ and ’stop 20’, the performance drops further. So here the aim is to
find the best combination of flags by testing different combinations, because always
using early flags does not improve the algorithm performance. The best combination
of flags obtained in table 4.6 are ’stop’ and ’stop 20’ as the validation result is higher
compared to all other combinations. The state machines for these two flags are added
up to calculate the overall performance.
This task is also performed for left lane change maneuver. As one of the input signal
found for left lane change maneuver in table 4.3 is left time-to-line-crossing (TLC). The
idea is to use the left TLC value and mark the corresponding early flags in the database
for this value. Left TLC provides an early information to detect a left lane change
maneuver. Therefore a ’left TLC 0.5’ flag is marked in the database for left TLC value
of 0.5 seconds for every ’left TLC’ flag. Then by combining the state machines for
’left TLC’ and ’left TLC 0.5’ flags, the performance of the left lane change maneuver
can be checked. The algorithm performance with the early flags for left lane change
maneuver is shown in table 4.7.
Flags Name True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Left TLC 92.86% 31.14% -1.470 0.7021
Left TLC 0.5 31.25% 10.56% -0.569 0.4702
Left TLC and
Left TLC 0.5
91.02% 23.42% -1.512 0.7268
Table 4.7: Algorithm Performance with Early Flags for Left Lane Change Maneuver
As it can be seen in table 4.7 that with only ’left TLC’ or only ’left TLC 0.5’ flags, the
performance is not so good. By using these two flags together, there is an improvement
in overall performance. So this is the best combination of flags obtained for left lane
change maneuver. The corresponding state machines for ’left TLC’ and ’left TLC 0.5’
are added together and this can also improve the earliness value of the left lane change
maneuver. This will result in early prediction of this maneuver. An early prediction of
a driving maneuver can significantly improve the safety of an ADAS.
The section 4.4 shows an improvement in overall performance over section 4.3 for stop
and left lane change maneuvers. The main objective to perform this implementation
task is to achieve a greater earliness value compared to previous tasks which will
result in early detection of a driving maneuver. The early detection of a driving
maneuver will make the ADAS more safer. Setting up early flags in the database task
is also performed for right lane change maneuver and the resulting table with different
flags combinations can be found out in Appendix A.3.1. This task is not performed
for emergency maneuvers. Because the earliness value for emergency maneuvers is
comparatively smaller than the normal maneuvers and there is no major improvement
in algorithm performance by setting up early flags for emergency maneuvers.
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4.5 Training the Algorithm with Maximum Avail-
able Participants
Training the algorithm with maximum number of participants is the last implementation
task performed for optimization and further development of the driver intention
detection algorithm. The main reasons to perform this implementation task are:
 The previous algorithm was trained with 7 participants only. The results of
this previous algorithm are shown in table 4.1. So here the aim is to train the
algorithm with all the available participants.
 Training with maximum number of participants will lead to more varieties of
sequences in the database of the algorithm to compare it with the live sequence
of driver’s behavior in real time. As mentioned in table 3.1 that each participant
performed a total of 105 maneuvers during the data collection studies. The
database will have thousands of maneuver sequences for comparison if the algo-
rithm is trained with all the available participants instead of just training with 7
participants.
 Additionally training with maximum number of participants will significantly im-
prove the detection quality of the algorithm concerning TPR, FPR and earliness
values of each driving maneuvers mentioned in section 1.2.
The data from the data collection studies with 43 participants is available which is
described in subsection 3.1.1. Due to the technical problems with the TLC camera while
collecting TLC input signal values, the correct data from 32 participants is available.
So the new algorithm is trained with 32 participants. But there exists some problems
when training the algorithm with maximum number of participants. These problems
are:
 Training with maximum number of participants will increase the overall compu-
tational effort of the algorithm and will make the algorithm calculations more
complex. This is because each participant performed a large number of maneuvers
during the data collection studies and this makes the algorithm database very
big.
 One other problem is that, training with maximum number of participants can
affect the real time performance of the algorithm because of the large size of
database. The real time capability of the algorithm is very important because
the algorithm compares the sequence of driver’s behavior with the database in
real time.
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It is very important to consider the problems mentioned above regarding the com-
putational effort and real time capability of the algorithm. As the main research
question for this work is what potential this driver intention detection algorithm have
concerning the detection quality and predicted time horizon with regards to the real
time requirements. If the algorithm is not real time capable, it is not possible to give
an early warning of a maneuver to the driver on expected time and this information
cannot be used by an ADAS.
To overcome these problems mentioned above, the possible solution is:
 Train the algorithm with all the available participants with the combined results
of implementation tasks performed in section 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4. Then check for
the real time performance of the algorithm.
The detection quality of the algorithm concerning TPR and FPR values is improved
by identifying the best set of CAN input signals and optimizing the time horizon.
In addition, these two tasks also reduces the computational effort of the algorithm.
Moreover a greater earliness value is obtained by setting up early flags in the database.
So the possible solution mentioned above is performed and then the algorithm is checked
for the real time performance. The real time performance of the algorithm can be
checked by a test drive with the test vehicle which is described in section 5.3 in details.
Also the K-fold cross validation method is performed for training and testing the
algorithm with maximum number of participants and to validate the algorithm results
with all possible combinations. K-fold cross validation validation method is described
in section 5.2 in details. The algorithm performance for training the algorithm with
maximum number of available participants for left lane change maneuver is shown in
table 4.8.
Algorithm training
and testing
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Train fold 1,2,3 and
test fold 4
94.74% 7.24% -1.450 0.7856
Train fold 1,2,4 and
test fold 3
90% 6.82% -1.455 0.7718
Train fold 1,3,4 and
test fold 2
94.55% 8.44 % -1.607 0.8001
Train fold 2,3,4 and
test fold 1
96% 9.38% -2.171 0.8646
Overall Result 93.82% 7.97% -1.671 0.8069
Table 4.8: Algorithm Performance for Training with Maximum Number of Participants
for Left Lane Change Maneuver
For left lane change maneuver training, a total of 32 participants are used. As it can
be seen in table 4.8 that the 32 participants are divided into four randomly selected
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equal number of folds. Here the four folds are abbreviated as number 1,2,3 and 4. For
each combination, three folds are used for training and the remaining fold is used for
testing. The overall result for the left lane change maneuver shown in table 4.8 is
obtained by taking the average of all the four fold combinations and then calculating
it’s corresponding validation result.
This method shows an improvement in overall performance for the left lane change
maneuver over the implementation task performed in section 4.4. This can be seen
in the table 4.8 in overall result column. So this method provides an improvement
in TPR, FPR and earliness values. Additionally the new algorithm with maximum
number of participants is also tested for real time capability. The algorithm performs
very well in real time so this supports the real time capability of the algorithm. The
way how the real time capability is tested in addition with the calculation time of the
algorithm is described in section 5.3 in details.
Training the algorithm with maximum available participants is also performed for
stop, right lane change, emergency braking and emergency evasion maneuvers. The
algorithm performance for the right lane change maneuver can be found in table 5.4.
The algorithm performance table for stop, emergency braking and emergency evasion
maneuvers can be found out in Appendix A.4.1, A.4.2 and A.4.3 respectively.
4.6 Summary
This chapter dealt with the implementation tasks performed for optimization and
further development of the algorithm. In the first section, the concept and need behind
performing the implementation tasks is described. From section 4.2 to section 4.5, each
section shows an improvement in overall performance (TPR, FPR and Earliness values)
over previous sections for stop and left lane change maneuvers. The performance tables
concerning right lane change, emergency stop and emergency evasion maneuvers are
mentioned in Appendix A. In addition to the improvement in overall performance,
it is also possible to reduce the computational effort and to maintain the real time
capability of the algorithm. The way how this is done is described in section 4.5 in
details. Overall a very good performance for the algorithm is obtained by performing
all the implementation tasks in comparison to the results shown in table 4.1.
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5 Validation
Validation is the process of verifying that a developed software or algorithm meets
all the expected requirements and satisfies the purpose of it’s development [40]. The
validation of the driver intention detection algorithm results is very important, as it is
quite vital to see if the algorithm is performing as expected with different combinations
of datasets and also in real time.
After the successful implementation of all the tasks described in chapter 4, different
methods are used for validation of the algorithm results. The first validation method
described in this chapter is the validation metrics which is used to find the best set
of results. K-fold cross validation method is also used for validation of the results for
the algorithm training with maximum number of participants. Additionally a test
drive with the test vehicle is performed to check the overall computational effort and
real time performance of the algorithm. This is checked by determining the mean
calculation time of the algorithm to detect all the driving maneuvers performed during
the complete test drive. All the validation methods are described in details in the next
sections.
5.1 Validation Metrics
The validation metrics is used to find out the best result for each of the driving
maneuver out of all tried combinations. As different results are obtained by trying
different combinations of CAN input signals (section 4.2), time horizon (section 4.3)
and early flags (section 4.4), the main purpose to use the validation metrics is to find
out the best result out of all the combination of results. Some of the result combinations
have high TPR, some have high earliness value and some have low FPR. So the aim
here is to find a balance between all these three parameters to determine the best set
of result which gives a good overall performance as the combination of these three
parameters.
The validation metrics uses all these three parameters to calculate the validation result
and it is given by:
V R =
TPR + (1− FPR) + 1
(1 + e((t e+c2)∗c1))
3
(5.1)
Where c1 = log(81) / t max
c2 = 0.5 * t max
VR = Validation Result
TPR = True Positive Rate
FPR = False Positive Rate
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t e = Earliness Value
t max = Maximum time expected for early detection of a maneuver
The formula for the sigmoid function for the earliness value t e is derived to represent
it’s behavior like a ramp function [22]. The values of c1 and c2 for this formula are
selected from the literature [22]. The t max value is selected based on the expert’s
choice and also by taking the maximum possible time for early detection of a maneuver
into consideration. The t max value is different for different maneuvers depending
on the type of maneuver that needs to be detected. The value of t max for all the
maneuvers can be found in table 5.1. This table shows the maximum time expected
for early detection of all the maneuvers.
Maneuver Name t max (in seconds)
Stop 5
Lane Change Left 3
Lane Change Left 3
Emergency Braking 4
Emergency Evasion 2
Table 5.1: Value of t max for all the maneuvers
The TPR and FPR values are the maneuver detection parameters. The way how these
two values are determined is shown in table 5.2. The TNR and FNR values are used
to calculate the values of TPR and FPR values. The performance of the algorithm can
be checked by only considering TPR and FPR values.
Maneuver is performed Maneuver is not performed
Maneuver is detected True Positive Rate (TPR) False Positive Rate (FPR)
Maneuver is not detected False Negative Rate (FNR) True Negative Rate (TNR)
Table 5.2: Maneuver Detection Parameters
From the table 5.2, the TPR value which is also called as sensitivity is calculated by:
TPR =
TPR
TPR + FNR
(5.2)
and the FPR value which is also called as 1-specificity is calculated by:
FPR =
FPR
FPR + TNR
(5.3)
The equations 5.2 and 5.3 shows the mathematical formula used for TPR and FPR
values calculation respectively. The earliness value is calculated by how early a maneuver
is detected. So TPR, FPR and earliness values are used to calculate the validation
result for each possible combination of every driving maneuver mentioned in section 1.2.
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The combination with the highest validation result value provides highest algorithm
performance compared to all other combinations.
5.2 K-fold Cross Validation
There exists different methods for validation but the main reason to use K-fold cross
validation over all other methods is shown in the table 5.3. As it can be seen in table
5.3 that k-fold cross validation provides accurate performance estimation. For K-fold
cross validation the data is divided into k folds so the performance obtained by this is
evaluated in small samples of each k fold. But this disadvantage can be neglected over
the accurate performance evaluation advantage of this method. The problems with
Re-substitution, hold-out and leave-one-out validation methods shown in table 5.3 is
that they do not provide an accurate performance estimation. Additionally these three
validation methods do not use all the datasets available for training and testing.
Validation Method Pros Cons
Re-substitution Val-
idation
Very simple Over-fitting problem
Hold-out validation Individualistic train-
ing and testing
Reduced set of data for
training and testing
K-fold cross vali-
dation
Accurate perfor-
mance evaluation
Small samples of
performance evalu-
ation
Leave-One-Out
cross validation
Impartial perfor-
mance estimation
Very large variance
value
Table 5.3: Comparison between the main approaches of validation [42]
For the algorithm developed for this work, it is very important to check the performance
by training and testing with all the combination of available participants. Because
the algorithm is very performance sensitive due to many number of design parameters
and it is a systematic approach to validate the algorithm performance with all the
participant combinations.
K-fold cross validation method is mainly used to validate the algorithm results with
large set of database. As for this work, the database consists of 32 participants which
are good for algorithm training and testing. The idea behind using the K-fold cross
validation method is to check the algorithm performance with all possible combination
of participants. This is done by using different training and testing participants for
each combination and then validating the algorithm results.
The k-fold cross validation method is performed in three basic steps, which are:
1. Arrange the training data into a random order.
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2. Divide the training data into k folds. The size of each fold should be equal or
nearly equal to each other.
3. Out of all the k folds, use k-1 folds for training and the remaining folds for testing.
For k-fold cross validation, the value of k is the number of folds in which the data
should be equally divided. For this work, the value of k is selected as four i.e. a 4-fold
cross validation method is performed. The choice of the value of k is individual but
for this work it is selected by understanding the literature [14]. In addition the value
of k=4 represents a 75%-25% data-split for training and testing which is very similar
to a 80%-20% data split used for machine learning [11]. The division of training and
testing folds for a 4-fold cross validation is shown in figure 5.1. Here the training fold
is marked as green and the testing fold is marked as blue. For a 4-fold cross validation,
the participants are divided into four combinations. For each combination three folds
are used for training and one fold is used for testing the algorithm.
Fold 1 Fold 4Fold 3Fold 2
Fold 1 Fold 2 Fold 3 Fold 4
Fold 1
Fold 1
Fold 2
Fold 2
Fold 3 Fold 4
Fold 3 Fold 4
Training fold
Testing fold
Total number of folds
Combination 1
Combination 2
Combination 3
Combination 4
Figure 5.1: Example of 4-fold cross validation
So by using a 4-fold cross validation, all the combinations of datasets are used for
the validation of algorithm performance. The way how this method is performed for
the right lane change maneuver and the corresponding results for it is shown in table
5.4. The table 5.4 shows different combinations of folds used for training and testing
right lane change maneuver. Each fold consists of 8 participants as the data from 32
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participants is available from the data collection studies. The overall result is calculated
by taking the average value of all the combinations (TPR, FPR and earliness values)
and then by determining the corresponding validation result.
Algorithm training
and testing
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Train fold 1,2,3 and
test fold 4
96.83% 10.49% -1.350 0.7696
Train fold 1,2,4 and
test fold 3
94.34% 12.12% -1.404 0.7623
Train fold 1,3,4 and
test fold 2
98.73% 11.42 % -1.373 0.7756
Train fold 2,3,4 and
test fold 1
96.61% 11.33% -1.462 0.7797
Overall Result 93.63% 11.34% -1.397 0.7618
Table 5.4: 4-fold cross validation for right lane change maneuver
5.3 Test Drive
The test drive is mainly done to check the real time performance of the algorithm. To
perform the test drive, a test vehicle is used which is shown in figure 5.2. The test
vehicle used for this work is an Opel Insignia 2013 facelift which is installed with all
the required software and hardware systems.
Figure 5.2: Test Vehicle
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This vehicle is equipped with a Lane-Keep assistance camera to detect the lane markings
and also an additional camera to record the test drives. These recordings are later on
used fo filter out the driving maneuvers which were not correctly performed during the
test drive. A PCAN-Router Pro from company PEAK system is also installed in the
test vehicle. This is a 4-channel CAN router with data logger which collects all the
CAN bus data. This CAN bus data is then used for algorithm results calculation by
the main PC via high-speed CAN bus port with a transmission rate of 500 kbps. The
CAN bus data is collected continuously at a predefined sampling rate and the results
can be visualized on the screen.
The visualization for this work is developed by using HTML5 and JavaScript which
is shown in figure 5.3. It can be seen in figure 5.3 that the visualization displays the
traffic signs for each of the driving maneuver mentioned in section 1.2. The road sign
is displayed along a 3D street. Here the size and transparency of the traffic signs
represents the probability value of corresponding driving maneuver. The distance
between the traffic sign and the vehicle along the road represents the time horizon
i.e. the time left until the execution of the maneuver. For example, reaching the zero
velocity for a stop maneuver or crossing of lane marking for a lane change maneuver.
The probability value of left and right lane change maneuvers is represented in the
form of 2D bar charts.
Figure 5.3: Visualization, Example of left lane change maneuver detection
The main reason to perform a test drive is to evaluate the real time performance of
the algorithm regarding detection of the driving maneuvers. A test drive with total
duration of around one hour is performed at the Adam Opel AG headquarter at the
Rugbyring in Ru¨sselsheim. The focus of this test drive was to perform stop, lane change
left and lane change right maneuvers. The total number of maneuvers performed during
the test drive is shown in the table 5.5. Emergency maneuvers were not performed due
to the real traffic conditions considering that the other vehicles are also driving.
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Maneuver Name Number of Maneuvers
Stop 20
Lane Change Left 20
Lane Change Right 20
Total number of maneuvers 60
Table 5.5: Number of Maneuvers Performed during the Test Drive
The algorithm was able to detect the driving maneuvers in real time during the test
drive. In computer science the real time capability is defined as the system response
to a particular event [27]. A system is only real time capable when a response is
guaranteed within the deadline or specific time constraint. To verify this, mean
calculation time of the algorithm is evaluated from the data collected from the test
drive. Here mean calculation time is defined as the average time required to detect
all the driving maneuvers. The mean calculation time obtained for this algorithm is
25.20 milliseconds. The predefined sampling rate for the algorithm to collect the
input data is 100 ms. The calculation time obtained is 74.8% lesser compared to the
sampling rate of the algorithm so this calculation time of 25.2 ms (less than one tenth
of a second) supports the real time capability of the algorithm.
5.4 Summary
This chapter describes all the validation methods used for the evaluation of algorithm
results. Basically three methods are used for the validation of results. First validation
method described in section 5.1 is validation metrics which is used to determine the
best combination of result out of all tried combinations. The best set of result identified
from validation metrics provides very good algorithm performance concerning TPR,
FPR and earliness values. The second validation method described in section 5.2 is
k-fold cross validation which is used to train and test the algorithm with different
combinations of participants. The main reason to use this validation is that, it uses
all the available data for training and testing. The last validation method described
in section 5.3 is test drive with the test vehicle. It is very important to perform this
method to check the real time capability of the algorithm and to see if the algorithm is
able to detect all the driving maneuvers in real time.
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6 Results and Discussion
The final results for the optimization and further development of the algorithm are
obtained by performing the four implementation tasks described in chapter 4. As to
perform each of the implementation task in chapter 4, the updates from the previous
tasks are also taken into consideration. Therefore each of the implementation task
provides an improvement in performance over previous implementation tasks (Sections
4.2, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5). The implementation task performed in section 4.5 provides the final
results of this work and gives the performance values for all the driving maneuvers
mentioned in section 1.2. The final results obtained by optimization and further
development of the algorithm are shown in table 6.1.
Maneuver Name True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Stop 97.42% 15.48% -3.125
Lane Change Left 93.82% 7.97% -1.671
Lane Change Right 93.63% 11.34 % -1.397
Emergency Braking 94.74% 8.99% -1.967
Emergency Evasion 100% 5.85% -0.425
Table 6.1: Final results for all the driving maneuvers
Table 6.1 shows an improvement in overall performance for all the driving maneuvers
over the results of previous algorithm which are shown in table 4.1. The main reason
to perform optimization and further development of the algorithm was to improve
the detection quality of all the maneuvers compared to previous algorithm which is
successfully achieved. The major improvements obtained by optimization and further
development of the algorithm compared to previous algorithm are:
1. Improvement in true positive rate for left lane change maneuver by 1.03%
and for emergency evasion maneuver by 21.01%. Improvement in TPR will
significantly lead to successful detection of the driving maneuvers.
2. Reduction in false positive rate for stop maneuver by 11.79%, for left lane
change maneuver by 55.62%, for right lane change maneuver by 22.96% and for
emergency braking maneuver by 29.21%. Reduction in FPR will significantly
reduce the false detection of the driving maneuvers which is very important to
maintain accuracy of an ADAS.
3. Improvement in earliness value for stop maneuver by 55.86%, for left lane
change maneuver by 86.7%, for right lane change maneuver by 114.26%, for emer-
gency braking maneuver by 13.57% and emergency evasion maneuver by 20.06%.
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So there is an improvement in earliness value for all the driving maneuvers. It is
very important to detect a driving maneuver as early as possible to provide an
early warning of the corresponding maneuver. This information can be then used
by an ADAS and that will make the ADAS more safer.
4. Reduction in the overall computational effort of the algorithm by the
implementation tasks performed in section 4.2 and 4.3. This makes the algorithm
calculations less complex and gives the possibility to detect a driving maneuver
in real time.
5. The mean calculation time of the algorithm evaluated by the test drive is 25.2
ms. The mean calculation time shows real time capability of the algorithm.
This means that the algorithm is able to detect all the driving maneuvers in real
time and can provide a maneuver warning to the driver on expected time.
The results mentioned above provide the solution to all the problems mentioned in
section 1.2. The results also successfully satisfies the main research question of this
thesis which is “what potential does the driver intention detection algorithm have
concerning the detection quality and predicted time horizon with regards to real
time requirements”. The detection quality is improved by TPR and FPR values,
predicted time horizon is improved by early detection of a driving maneuver and real
time requirements are satisfied by the mean calculation time of the algorithm. So by
optimization and further development a very good performance for the algorithm is
obtained regarding detection quality, predicted time horizon and real time capability.
As it can be seen in example table 4.6 that different combinations of results are obtained
for stop maneuver and the best combination is found out by the validation metrics.
In the similar way, the best combination is found out for all other driving maneuvers.
In table 4.6, the stop flag gives 100% TPR, 16.49% FPR and an earliness value of
2.635 seconds. The combination of Stop and Stop 20 flags give 96.11% TPR, 19.48%
FPR and an earliness value of 3.095 seconds. For this work, the combination of Stop
and Stop 20 flags is selected as the best result because the validation result for this
combination is highest.
But when using this information for an ADAS, it is very important to see that what
type of driver assistance system is used. For example, for a lane change assistance
ADAS described in section 2.1.1, it is important to detect a lane change maneuver
very accurately to assist the driver with more safety [19]. So here the combination
with high TPR and low FPR values should be selected. This means that the algorithm
performance with 96.83% TPR, 10.49% FPR and an earliness value of 1.350 seconds
will work very good for a lane change assistance ADAS compared to the algorithm
performance with 94.34% TPR, 12.12% FPR and an earliness value of 1.404 seconds
(Numbers from table 5.4).
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7 Conclusion and Future Works
In order to identify and realize the amount of work done during this thesis work, it is
very important to consolidate all the work and give a proper conclusion. Additionally,
no research can be ended without any scope of further improvement and therefore it is
essential to know the possible future works for this thesis.
All research and development tasks performed during this thesis work is summarized in
the section conclusion of this chapter. The next section future works gives an overview
about the possible future enhancement for this research.
7.1 Conclusion
The topic of this thesis deals with optimization and further development of an algorithm
for driver intention detection. The focus here is to determine the driver’s intention
using CAN bus data. The idea to predict a driving maneuver by using the driver’s
intention is that a driving maneuver prediction can be regarded as an implementation
of driver’s behavior. So by determining the driver’s intention, a driving maneuver is
predicted by using CAN bus data.
The main requirements for this work are to improve the detection quality of the
algorithm for all the maneuvers concerning TPR, FPR and earliness values. A higher
TPR and lower FPR values represent greater accuracy of the algorithm. A greater
earliness value represents, an early detection of a driving maneuver. This will lead to
an early warning of a maneuver to the driver and it is one of the major plus point to
use this research work for an ADAS. If an ADAS system will get an early warning of a
maneuver, the system will be more safe. Additionally reduction in overall computational
effort and maintaining the real time capability of the algorithm is very important to be
able to detect all the driving maneuvers in real time.
The design parameters directly affects the overall performance of this algorithm. So
the main concept here is to optimize the design parameters of the algorithm and then
further development of the algorithm by using these optimization results. These are the
two main aspects of this research. To achieve this, first the literature survey concerning
driver metrics and algorithm optimization is performed. The idea from these literatures
are conceptualized and then the implementation tasks are performed. The first two
implementation tasks performed improve the performance of the algorithm, specially
TPR and FPR values and also reduces the computational effort. A major improvement
in earliness value is obtained by setting up early flags in the database. The next step is
to use all these updates and then develop the algorithm furthermore. This is achieved by
training the algorithm with maximum number of participants. Training with maximum
participants will maximize the size of the database. This can significantly improve
the algorithm performance further compared to the previous results concerning TPR,
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FPR and earliness values. As the final step, validation of the algorithm results is
performed. It is mainly done to check the algorithm performance with all the possible
combinations and also to evaluate the real time performance. Evaluating the real time
performance is very important as it shows that the algorithm is able to detect all the
driving maneuvers in real time and also it is one of the main research question of this
thesis.
The results of this work show that the algorithm is able to detect all the driving
maneuvers in real time to almost it’s full capacity. The algorithm is also able to
detect all the maneuvers very earlier compared to the previous algorithm. Detection of
the emergency maneuvers as early as possible gives a bigger advantage in emergency
situations. Additionally, the algorithm is widely applicable as it can be used to improve
the safety of an ADAS. The early warning information can be feed to an ADAS which
will significantly improve the safety of these systems.
By saying this, it can be concluded that the results of this research are proven to be
positive in terms of algorithm performance in real time, it’s usability and covering up
the problems that existed with the previous algorithm.
7.2 Future Works
There are some possibilities which can further improve the algorithm performance and
can also help in reduction of overall computational effort of the algorithm.
The event based signals like vehicle surroundings should also be implemented for
the algorithm results calculation. Some examples of vehicle surrounding signals are
availability of a free lane to perform a lane change maneuver and information about
other driving vehicles. There can be further improvement in TPR and reduction in
FPR values for a lane change maneuver by using the number of free lanes available
information.
The size of the database can be further reduced by making some adjustments in edit
distance method. The idea is to compare the maneuver sequences of the driver’s
behavior in the database with each other while training the algorithm. The next step
is to remove the maneuver sequences which are very similar to each other. This will
make the size of the database smaller and the algorithm calculations will be easier
comparatively. This will result in reduction of overall computational effort of the
algorithm.
For this research work, it is suggested that the information about an early warning of
a maneuver can be used by an ADAS to make it more safer. The idea is to feed this
information to an ADAS like an automatic collision avoidance system or a lane change
assistance system. These systems can be checked for furhter improvement in safety
by an early warning of a maneuver. For example, an early warning of the emergency
maneuvers for an automatic collision avoidance system or an early warning of the lane
change maneuvers for a lane change assistance system.
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A Appendix
A.1 Algorithm Performance by Identifying the Best
Set of CAN Input Signals
A.1.1 Right Lane Change Maneuver
CAN Input Signals True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Steer angle 48.24% 19.86% -0.466 0.4880
Right TLC 52.17% 14.72% -0.575 0.5265
Steer angle, Right TLC 55.86% 23.26% -0.369 0.4954
Right TLC, Longitudi-
nal acceleration
54.96% 12.36% -0.426 0.5326
Right TLC, Right head-
ing angle
68.39% 18.62% -0.548 0.5655
Right TLC, Turn switch
ratio Right
72.26% 14.69% -0.638 0.5987
Right TLC, Right
heading angle, Turn
switch ratio Right
86.96% 17.79% -0.989 0.6709
Steer angle, Right TLC,
Right lateral position,
turn switch ratio left
74.53% 15.33% -0.621 0.6028
Steer angle, Right TLC,
Right lateral position,
Steer gradient, Right
heading angle
70.32% 21.55% -0.498 0.5583
Table A.1: Identifying the Best Set of CAN Input Signals for Right Lane Change
Maneuver
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A.1.2 Emergency Braking Maneuver
CAN Input Signals True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Longitudinal accelera-
tion, Combined pedals
58% 27.23% -1.862 0.590
Longitudinal accelera-
tion, Combined pedals
gradient
50% 50% -3.00 0.5833
Combined pedals,
Combined pedals
gradient
65% 8.99% -2.035 0.6899
Vehicle Speed, Com-
bined pedals, Longitu-
dinal acceleration
70% 4.23% -0.88 0.6279
Longitudinal accelera-
tion, Combined pedals,
Combined pedals gradi-
ent
55% 8.47% -1.969 0.6523
Vehicle Speed, Longitu-
dinal acceleration, Com-
bined pedals gradient
35% 3.70% -1.046 0.5242
Vehicle Speed, Longitu-
dinal acceleration, Com-
bined pedals, Combined
pedals gradient
55% 5.29% -1.713 0.6396
Table A.2: Identifying the Best Set of CAN Input Signals for Emergency Braking
Maneuver
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A.1.3 Emergency Evasion Maneuver
CAN Input Signals True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Steer angle 62.88% 15.56% -0.22 0.5420
Left TLC 54.29% 18.11% -0.158 0.4992
Steer angle, Left
TLC
80% 8.82% -0.30 0.6295
Steer angle, Longitudi-
nal acceleration
53.33% 11.33% -0.525 0.5602
Steer gradient, Longitu-
dinal acceleration,
50% 11.82% -0.10 0.5011
Steer angle, Steer gradi-
ent
25% 13.93% -0.30 0.4292
Steer angle, Left TLC,
Steer gradient
48.33% 1.48% -0.45 0.5662
Steer angle, Left TLC,
Longitudinal accelera-
tion
45% 6.34% -0.567 0.5550
Steer angle, Longitudi-
nal acceleration, Steer
gradient
50% 0.49% -0.60 0.5962
Steer angle, Left TLC,
Longitudinal accelera-
tion, Steer gradient
46.67% 0% -0.45 0.5655
Table A.3: Identifying the Best Set of CAN Input Signals for Emergency Evasion
Maneuver
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A.2 Algorithm Performance by Optimization of Time
Horizon
A.2.1 Right Lane Change Maneuver
Maximum Time
Horizon (in sec-
onds)
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
5.5 74.61% 28.88% -0.856 0.5792
5 86.96% 17.79% -0.989 0.6709
4.5 47.83% 7.98% -0.671 0.5425
4 81.82% 11.76% -0.789 0.6538
3 95.45% 17.11% -0.891 0.6914
Table A.4: Optimization of Time Horizon for Right Lane Change Maneuver
A.2.2 Emergency Braking Maneuver
Maximum Time
Horizon (in sec-
onds)
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
5.5 61.49% 15.71% -1.539 0.6113
5 65% 8.99% -2.035 0.6899
4.7 60% 10.58% -2.10 0.6739
4.5 75% 11.11% -2.00 0.7130
4 71.36% 22.63% -1.667 0.6323
3 63.46% 18.40% -0.882 0.5590
Table A.5: Optimization of Time Horizon for Emergency Braking Maneuver
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A.2.3 Emergency Evasion Maneuver
Maximum Time
Horizon (in sec-
onds)
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
3 80% 8.82% -0.30 0.6295
2.85 83.33% 10.34% -0.375 0.6440
2.7 66.67% 0.49% -0.35 0.6184
2.5 62.5% 0% -0.35 0.6061
1.5 87.5% 1.99% -0.46 0.6963
1.4 70.4% 4.66% -0.292 0.4708
Table A.6: Optimization of Time Horizon for Emergency Evasion Maneuver
A.3 Algorithm Performance by Setting up Early
Flags in the Database
A.3.1 Right Lane Change Maneuver
Flags Name True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Right TLC 95.45% 17.11% -0.891 0.6914
Right TLC 0.5 86.3% 46.32% -0.715 0.5467
Right TLC and
Right TLC 0.5
92.86% 15.33% -1.128 0.7141
Table A.7: Algorithm Performance with Early Flags for Right Lane Change Maneuver
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A.4 Algorithm Performance by Training with Max-
imum Available Participants
A.4.1 Stop Maneuver
Algorithm training
and testing
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Train fold 1,2,3 and
test fold 4
98.96% 16.26% -2.768 0.7952
Train fold 1,2,4 and
test fold 3
95.81% 11.48% -3.362 0.8414
Train fold 1,3,4 and
test fold 2
97.3% 22.61 % -2.919 0.7793
Train fold 2,3,4 and
test fold 1
97.61% 11.57% -3.451 0.8527
Overall Result 97.42% 15.48% -3.125 0.8178
Table A.8: Algorithm Performance for Training with Maximum Available Participants
for Stop Maneuver
A.4.2 Emergency Braking Maneuver
Algorithm training
and testing
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Train fold 1,2,3 and
test fold 4
94.54% 10.6% -1.726 0.7549
Train fold 1,2,4 and
test fold 3
92.47% 12.91% -2.118 0.7760
Train fold 1,3,4 and
test fold 2
94.66% 6.42 % -1.948 0.7894
Train fold 2,3,4 and
test fold 1
97.29% 6.03% -2.076 0.8112
Overall Result 94.74% 8.99% -1.967 0.7828
Table A.9: Algorithm Performance for Training with Maximum Available Participants
for Emergency Braking Maneuver
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A.4.3 Emergency Evasion Maneuver
Algorithm training
and testing
True positive
Rate
False Positive
Rate
Earliness (in
seconds)
Validation
Result
Train fold 1,2,3 and
test fold 4
100% 7.28% -0.369 0.7091
Train fold 1,2,4 and
test fold 3
100% 5.38% -0.518 0.7346
Train fold 1,3,4 and
test fold 2
100% 6.40 % -0.422 0.7184
Train fold 2,3,4 and
test fold 1
100% 4.34% -0.391 0.7215
Overall Result 100% 5.85% -0.425 0.7206
Table A.10: Algorithm Performance for Training with Maximum Available Participants
for Emergency Evasion Maneuver
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